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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Dance, Dance/ Movement Therapy and Counseling, 
Fiction Writing, Film & Video, Humanities, History, & 
Social Sciences, Music, Theatre 
Saturday, May 14, 2011, 1:30 p.m. 
PRES HOW 
The 2011 Commencement pres how features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Dead man. Director) 
The Recording and Performance Ensemble (Chuck Webb and Gary Yerkins. Directors) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESS IONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk n1is Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Jhe Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Kaylee Magro (' 11) 
Laurie Waldek ('11) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Darrell Jones, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Dance Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2011 
Scenes from our 2011 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner Jose Ricaurte ('11), 
Master of Fine Arts, Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Boa rd of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Regina Taylor, Actress and Playwright 
Presented by Catherine Slade, Associate Professor, Theatre Depart,nent 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensernble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
2 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2011 VALEDICTORIAN 
Keith Raymond Kusterer. Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Music, Composition 
Presented by Louise Love. Vice President for Academic Affa irs 
Eliza Nichols. Dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
David Cromer ('86) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86). Columbia Alumni Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
How the Glory Goes from Floyd Collins 
By Adam Guettel and Tina Landau 
Performed by Harter Clingman ('11')and Alex Newkirk ('11) 
Directed by Tom Mula 
Musical Direction by Andra Vel is Simon 
John Green, Chair, Theatre Depart1nent 
POEM 
1/Jis way to arrivals and departures 
By Kat Sanchez, Master of Fine Arts In Creative Writing - Poetry 
Lisa Fishman, Director, Creative Writing - Poetry 
Kenneth Daley, Chair, English Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love. Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdsteln, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Ding, Dong, Ding 
By Bob Brookmeyer 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Art & Design, Audio Arts and Acoustics, Education, Interactive 
Arts & Media, Interdisciplinary Arts, Journalism, Photography 
Sunday, May 15, 2011, 10:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2011 Commencement preshow features perforn,ances by Colun1bia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Dead man, Director) 
The Record ing and Performance Ensemble (Chuck Webb and Gary Yerkins, Directors) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Siar Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Kaylee Magro(' 11) 
Laurie Waldeck ('11) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Robin Whatley, Presiding 
Assistant Professor, Science and Math Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2011 
Scenes from our 2011 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner Jose Ricaurte ('11), 
Master of Fine Arts. Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill , Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRES ENTATION OF DIST I NGU ISHED HONORS 
Bruce Mau, Designer 
Presented by Jay Wolke, Chair, Art and Design Department 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PR ES IDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATI ON OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2011 VALEDICTORIAN 
Sooz Main, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Photography and Fiction Writing 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Bob Thall, Chair, Photography Department 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Nobuko Oyabu ('95) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86), Columbia Alumni Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
How the Glory Goes from Floyd Collins 
By Adam Guettel and Tina Landau 
Performed by Harter Clingman ('11') and Alex Newkirk ('11) 
Directed by Tom Mula 
Musical Direction by Andra Velis Simon 
John Green, Chair, Theatre Department 
POEM 
This way to arrivals and departures 
By Kat Sanchez. Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing - Poetry 
Lisa Fishman, Director, Creative Writing - Poetry 
Kenneth Daley, Chair, English Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols. Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Oing,Dong, Ding 
By Bob Brookmeyer 
6 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Arts, Entertainment, & Media Management, 
ASL-English Interpretation, English, Fashion Studies, 
Marketing Communication, Radio, Television 
Sunday, May 15, 2011, 3:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2011 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall. Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The Pop Orchestra (Carey Deadman. Director) 
The Recording and Performance Ensemble (Chuck Webb and Gary Yerkins. Directors) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Chair. Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Kaylee Magro ('11) 
Laurie Waldeck ('11) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Radio Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY NIGHT 2011 
Scenes from our 2011 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Con1petition Winner Jose Ricaurte ('11), 
Master of Fine Arts, Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTAT ION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Ryan Schreiber, Arts Entrepreneur 
Presented by Philippe Ravanas, Chair, Arts, Entertainment, & Media Management Department 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
1l1e Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2011 VALED ICTORIAN 
Jessica Frances Valerio, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Arts, Entertainment and Media Management 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Philippe Ravanas, Chair. Arts, Entertainment. & Media Management Department 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWA RD 
John Hellerman ('95) 
Presented by Joan Hammel ('86), President, Columbia Alum111 Association & Network 
MUSICAL THEATER 
How lhe Glory Goes from Floyd Collins 
By Adam Guettel and Tina Landau 
Performed by Harter Clingman ('11') and Alex Newkirk(' 11) 
Directed by Tom Mula 
Musical Direction by Andra Velis Simon 
John Green, Chair, Theatre Department 
POEM 
This way lo arrivals and departures 
By Kat Sanchez. Master of Fine Arts In Creative Writing - Poetry 
Lisa Fishman, Director, Creative Writing - Poetry 
Kenneth Daley, Chair, English Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love. Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Ding, Dong, Dmg 
By Bob Brookmeyer 
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THE STAR SPANG LED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the strea,n: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! O long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of f light. or the gloo,n of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we rnust, for our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the hon1e of the brave! 
10 
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LI F T EVERY VOICE ANO SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Li~ every voice and sing. till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise. high as the listening skies. 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered: 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years. God of our silent tears. 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way: 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places. our God, where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts. drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand. 
True to our God, true to our native land. 
11 
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The 2011 Winner of the 
Allen and Lynn Turner Commencement Poetry Competition 
THI S WAY TO ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
I plug my jadeite lamp 
into the little brightness 
blue-lake sky 
touching down street level 
& color-loose 
& I am eyebright 
in prearranged snow 
new little bedside 
of a dozen eggs 
sleeping bichon 
bitter tablets for headache 
little midnight mountains silhouette 
I can brush my teeth in the mirror 
before bed and be all foamy and mint 
sleep like an afterimage of the southland 
I keep tucked away in my carry-on 
12 
-Kat Sanchez, Creative Writing - Poetry MFA (' 11) 
DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTISTS IN HUMAN SERV ICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, May 14 and 15, 201 1 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts, education, politics, and public 
information. These individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service, and their work and example 
embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 14. 2011, 1:30 P.M. 
REGINA TAYLOR 
Actress and Playwright 
With an impressive body of work that encompasses film, television, theater and writing, Regina Taylor's career continues 
to evolve with exciting and challenging projects. 
Taylor is best known to television audiences for her role as Lilly Harper on the series r11 Fly Away. She received many 
accolades for her performance in the show, including a Golden Globe for Best Performance by an Actress in a TV 
Series, an NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama Series, and two Emmy Award nominations for 
Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama Serles. Taylor was most recently seen starring m the CBS hot drama 7he Unit. She 
took home the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Actress in a Drama for her work on the show. 
Regina Taylor made her professional acting debut on CBS in the movie Crisis at Central High, and other television credits 
include the series 771e Education of Max Bickford and Feds, as well as television movies Strange Justice (as Anita Hill, 
earning a Peabody Award and Gracie Award), Cora Unashamed, Chlldren of tile Dust, r11 Fly Away: 1hen and Now, and 
Howard Beach: Making a Case for Murder. 
Segueing effortlessly between the big and small screen, Taylor has starred In blockbuster films alongside some of 
Hollywood most talented leading men. Her film credits include 771e Negotiator. Courage Under Rre, A Fa,nily 711mg, 1he 
Keeper. Clockers, Losing lsaia/J, and Lean on Me. 
13 
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In addition to film and television work, Taylor holds the honor of being the first Black woman to play William 
Shakespeare's Juliet in Broadway's Ro1neo and Juliet. Her other theatre credits include As You Like It, Macbeth, Machinal, 
7he Illusion, and Jar the Floor. In addition. Taylor won the LA Dramalogue Award for her performance in 7he Tempest. 
Taylor not only feels comfortable on the stage, she is also an accomplished playwright. Her credits include Oo-Bla-
Dee (winner of the American Critics' Association's New Play Award), Drowning Crow, (an adaptation of Chekhov's 711e 
Seagull, produced on Broadway by Manhattan Theater Club in its inaugural season at the Biltmore Theater. starring Al fre 
Woodard), 711e Dreams of Sarah Breedlove, A Night in Tunisia, Escape from Paradise, Watermelon Rinds. and Inside the Belly 
of the Beast. Taylor's crit ica lly acclaimed Crowns continues to be one of the most performed musicals in the country, 
winning four Washington D.C. Helen Hayes awards, including Best Direction and Best Regional Musica l. Her play 
Magnolia pren1iered at Chicago's Goodman Theatre in March 2009, directed by Anna Shapiro (Tony Award winner for 
August: Osage County). Taylor's trilogy, 7he Trinity River Plays, premiered as a co-production with the Dallas Theater Center 
and the Goodman Theatre. 
Taylor is a member and Artistic Associate of the Goodman Theatre. She received the Hope Abelson Artist-In-Residence 
Award from Northwestern in 2010, where she was Creator and Curator of 7heState(s) of America - 7he Regina Taylor 
Project, a festival involving multiple departments at Northwestern University. Students were challenged to own their own 
voice by creating plays, films, interactive graphic art, stories. spoken word, and devised pieces that held up mirrors to 
these times. Taylor has received honorary doctorates from DePaul University and Lake Forest College. She was raised in 
Dallas, Texas and recently moved to Chicago. 
TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 15, 2 011, 10:00 A.M. 
BRUCE MAU 
Designer 
A leading world visionary, innovator, designer, and author, Bruce Mau is committed to creative, healthy, ecological, and 
economic abundance. Informed by twenty-five years of studio experience in design innovation and collaboration with 
some of the world's leading artists, institutions, and businesses, Mau has made the simple commitment to connect his 
life and work to education and human development. 
14 
Mau is Co-Founder of Massive Change Network. This new initiative is committed to developing purposeful projects 
in education, health, leadership, and security. And, motivated by the certainty that the future demands a new breed 
of designer, Mau founded the Institute without Boundaries, an innovative, studio-based postgraduate program in 
collaboration with George Brown College, Toronto. Here Mau and his students created the groundbreaking exhibition 
and best-selling book, Massive Change (Phaidon) - a project that declared, "Massive Change is not about the world of 
design; it's about the design of the world." 
In addition. Mau is an author and designer of award-winning books including UfeSty/e (Phaidon), S,M,L,XL (The Monacelll 
Press) In collaboration with Rem Koolhaas, and the iconic and celebrated ZONE BOOKS series. Translated into several 
languages, Mau's lnco,nplete Manifesto for Growth has inspired with his aphoristic articulation of his personal philosophy 
and design strategies for unleashing creativity. Bruce Mau·s most recent book, Tile 1l1ird Teacher(Abrams), which he 
and his studio co-authored with OWP/P Architects and VS Furniture, presents a compendium of ways that design can 
transform teaching and learning for students, families, and teachers all to thrive in tomorrow's world. 
Bruce Mau's design philosophies and practical applications are featured in the recently released book GLIMMER: How 
Design Can Transforn1 Your Life and Maybe the World by Warren Berger (Penguin Press). According to Berger. Mau seeks 
to prove that the power of design is boundless, and has the capacity to bring positive change on a global scale. "A new 
world is evolving. It is driven by purpose and committed to sustainable human development. The new world inspires and 
demands a new approach. Our future Is no longer about selling more stuff to more people - it's about understanding 
our potential as citizens and designing and producing shared prosperity and abundance." Bruce Mau·s purpose is to 
contribute the most that one possibly can to this new world. 
Distinguished award highlights from Mau's career include the Global Creative Leadership Award from the Louise Blouin 
Foundation; the AIGA Gold Medal for Communication Design; The Bill and Stephanie Sick Distinguished Professor at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago; and Distinguished Fellow. Segal Design Institute, Robert R. McCormick School of 
Engineering and Applied Science, Northwestern University. Mau has received honorary degrees from Emily Carr Institute 
of Art and Design, Vancouver: Laurentian University, Sudbury; School of the Art Institute of Chicago; The Ontario College 
of Art and Design, Toronto; and Archeworks, Chicago. 
Bruce Mau is the Co-Founder of Massive Change Network, Bruce Mau Live, and Founder and Chairman Emeritus of 
Bruce Mau Design. 
15 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 15, 2011. 3:00 P.M. 
RYAN SCHREIBER 
Arts Entrepreneur 
In 1995, Ryan Schreiber founded Pitchfork. the popular online music publication, in the basement of his parents' 
Minneapolis home. Inspired by zine culture, college radio, and the dire state of con1mercial alternative radio, the 
nineteen-year-old Schreiber saw a need for a fresh perspective on n1usic. His hope was to create an impassioned and 
fiercely honest critical resource for a new generation of music fans, and to help struggling independent musicians reach 
the wider audience denied them by the mainstream music media. 
Today, The New York Times calls Pitchfork "the most prominent brand in on line music journalism," and it has a 
readership of more than 3 million monthly visitors. The site is commonly credited with the early discovery of many of the 
independent music world's 111ost lauded and successful acts, including LCD Soundsystem, Animal Collective, and the 
Arcade Fire, who were awarded the 2011 Grammy for Album of the Year. 
Pitchfork has also spawned several successful offshoots such as Chicago's acclaimed Pitchfork Music Festival, the 
innovative online video channel Pitchfork.tv, DIV music blog collective Altered Zones, and most recently, the #Offline 
events series in New York and Austin, Texas. 
Schreiber now employs more than three dozen staff between Pitchfork's Chicago, Brooklyn, and Los Angeles offices, 
and, true to his original vision, his co111pany remains entirely independently owned and operated. He has twice been 
featured in Time Magazine's annual Time 100 poll of the world's most influential people. 
16 
2011 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year, the college recognizes alumni who have made outstanding contributions to their fields and embody 
lhe mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of light, 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you, the Class of 2011, to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
DAVID CROMER 
Theater ('86) 
David Cromer is a freelance theatre director currently based in New York City. He attended Columbia College Chicago in 
the 1980s, then taught acting and directing here until 2008. 
On Broadway. Cromer directed the 2009 revival of Brighton Beach Memoirs. Off-Broadway, he directed When the Rain 
Stops Falling (Lincoln Center Theatre), Our Town and Orson's Shadow (Barrow Street Theatre), and Adding Machine (Toe 
Minnetta Lane). 
In Chicago, where he spent most of his career, Cromer's credits include A Streetcar Named Desire, Picnic, The Price. 
and Oscar Remen1bered (Writers Theatre); Cherrywood, Mojo, and Tl1e Hot L Baltimore (Mary-Arrchie Theatre); A Perfect 
Mendacity. The Dazzle, Orson's Shadow, and Golden Boy (Steppenwolf): and, with Marc Grapey, The Cider House Rules 
(Famous Door). 
Cromer has received 4 Jeff Awards for his direction, 3 Lortel Awards, 2 Obies, 2 After Darks, and was named a 2010 
MacArthur Fellow. Currently he is directing Broadway revivals of T11e House of Blue Leaves (with Ben Stiller, Edie Falco, and 
Jennifer Jason Leigh) and Sweet Bird of Youth (with Nicole Kidman). 
17 
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JOHN HELLERMAN 
Marketing Communication: Public Relations ('95) 
John Hellerman is a partner and co-founder of Hellerman Baretz Communications, a strategic communications agency 
representing many of the world's leading law firms, consulting firms, and financial services companies. 
Named 2008 Agency Executive of the Year by PR News, Hellern1an is a well-respected thought-leader, and he helps his 
clients own their markets by consistently providing new ideas and superior strategic advice. Dubbed a "PR whiz" and 
"top media relations pro· by both Law Practice Management and PR Week magazines, Hellerman has placed stories in 
nearly every major media outlet. including The New York Titnes, The Wall Street Journal. Financial Times, 60 Minutes, and 
Nightline, as well as dozens of key business trade publications. 
Hellerrnan has consulted numerous professional service firms during 1nergers, and he has advised attorneys and 
executives on effective ways to n,anage their high-profi le, high-stakes, litigation public relations needs. He has planned 
communications strategies for clients en1broiled in Congressional investigations, shareholder suits, numerous 
intellectual property and product liabi lity cases, international trade disputes, high-profile election contests, international 
RICO suits, govern,nent and NGO scandals, and several land1nark United States Supreme Court cases, as wel l as many 
other matters in which there was significant corporate involvement and corporate reputations were at stake. 
18 
NOBUKO OYABU 
Photography ('95) 
Nobuko Oyabu is a freelance photographer living in Arlington, VA. After working for daily newspapers for seven years, 
Oyabu dedicated herself to her personal project, STANO: Faces of Rape & Sexual Abuse Survivors, her freelance work, and 
being a mom. 
Through her highly personal photos of rape survivors, Oyabu captures the pain and trauma that sexual assault survivors 
endure, gives voice to tile voiceless, and returns the dignity taken away by violence. After appearing on the Lifetime 
Television network's original documentary, Fear No More: End Violence Against Women in 2002. Project STAND became a 
traveling exhibition. Oyabu has exhibited her work and spoke at colleges and conferences all over the U.S since 2002, 
and in Japan since 2006. 
In 2002. Oyabu testified at the Congressional Caucus of Women's issues, exhibited her STAND at the Russell Senate 
Office Building in Washington DC, and served as an Honorary Board Member for the National Sexual Violence Resource 
Center. Appointed as a visiting faculty at Poynter Institute of Florida. she was of ten journalists to participate in a 
discussion about "how the media covers rape.· 
In 2005, Oyabu was a featured speaker at the Department of Justice Office for Victims of Crime National Public 
Awareness Project Conference in Washington DC. and participated in the Project's national broadcast public service 
announcement campaign as well. In 2008, she received the Yayori Journalism Award in Tokyo. which honors work for 
human rights. 
Lately. Oyabu writes and photographs for Japanese publications. Her book. STAND. was published in Japan in Fall 2007, 
and made a topseller list in Tokyo that same year. 
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A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS* 
1964-2010 
2011 Regina Taylor Actress and Playwright 
2011 Bruce Mau Designer 
2011 Ryan Schreiber Arts Entrepreneur 
2010 Dr. Peter Magubane Internationally Acclaimed 
Photographer 
2010 Alex Kotlowitz Nationally Renowned Author 
and Journalist 
2010 Robert Klein Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
2009 Kunihiko Ukifune Businessman 
and Educator 
2009 Alison Knowles Artist 
2009 Carla Delfos Arts Education Leader and 
Executive 
2009 Ray Bradbury Author 
2009 Thomas Misner Audio Engineer, Producer 
and Educator 
2009 Lee Eliot Berk, Esq. Music Educator 
2009 Trisha Brown Dancer and Choreographer 
2008 Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster 
2008 Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 
Maurice White, Verdine White Renowned 
Musicians and Recording Artists 
2008 Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer 
2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager 
2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 
and Director 
2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist 
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2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 
2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 
Choreographer 
2004 Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zollar Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Colurnbia 
College Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 
Writer, & Photographer 
't"'t 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and 't"'t 
for Education Inspiring Activist 0 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and N 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and First Lady of the City of Chicago 
Comrnunity Activist 1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial LJ.. 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter Equality 0 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor (J) 
in the Field of the Arts 1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era (J) 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering <t: 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of Investment Leader 
_J 
Children 1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, (_) 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist, Businessman, and Dreams 
and Son of Chicago 1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture w 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher 1996 Paul Sin1on United States Senator :r: 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Filn1 .,._ 
1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist LJ.. 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 0 
and Corporate Leader People 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 1995 Sandra P. Guth man A Driving Force Behind .,._ 
Champion of Women Social Progress in Chicago z 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst w 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts in the Communications Industry ~ 
1999 Shern1an Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, 1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in w 
Poet, and Voice of Truth the United States (_) 
1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of z 1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the Children Entertainer 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in w 
Business and the Arts 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob ~ 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia ~ 
Century 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice 0 1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago (_) 
Leader in Higher Education 
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1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher, and Social 1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 
Reformer 1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our 1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus 
Generation 1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 
1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 
Performer, and Arts Educator University, Boston 
1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 
Directors, Chicago Public Library 1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist 
1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 
the Success of Columbia College of Chicago 
1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, 1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 
National Public Radio 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 
Social Service Administration 
1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, DuSable 
Crusader Museum 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 
Human Welfare 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, 1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 
The Negro Ensemble Company Agriculture 
1991 Helen Valdez President, Mexican Fine Arts 
Center Museum 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President , CBS Television Educator 
Stations 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 
1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of and Peace 1962 
Chicago 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
TransAfrica 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer Scientists 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 
22 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 
1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern 
1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. Illinois University ~ 
1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien ~ 
Diplomat and Writer 1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 0 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist N 
1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician. and Founder 1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist I.!.. 
of the Modern Jau Quartet 1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 0 
1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine (J) 
1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher (J) 
1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist <! 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 1978 Abby Mann Television and Film Writer 
_J 
City of Chicago 1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist (_) 
1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 1978 Carlos Chavez Composer-Conductor 
Representative to UNICEF w 
1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker 1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist I 
1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator I-
1977 Maria Martinez Potter I.!.. 
1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Fihnmaker, 0 1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox and Writer 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist I-
1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer z 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist 1976 John Hamn1ond Columbus of American w 
Music ~ 
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and w 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist M icrophotogra pher (_) 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer z 1981 Marilyn French Writer 1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic w 1981 George McGovern Statesn1an 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright ~ 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre of ~ 
of Illinois Harlem 0 1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 Bricktop Entertainer (_) 
1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer 
23 
1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief, Change 1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning Reporter 1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer Freedom Democratic Party 
1974 Ivan Albright Artist 1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer Island College, New York 
1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 1969 Charles Wilbert White, Artist 
New York Times 1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater, and Television Director Winner 
1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 
1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Highlander Folk School 1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, Composer 
Illinois Board of Higher Education 1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 
Committee for Human Rights 1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach. and Athlete 1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney Ato,nic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, Actors' Equity 
Wisconsin 1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolrn X 1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher * Honorary Doctorates in Arts, Science, Letters, Music 
and Humane Letters 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2011 
Elena Marie Briber Tracie Sue Hawks 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
COUNSELING 
Angelica Jimenez 
Veronica Anne Chapp- JOURNALISM 
Benigni 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & Devin Morris Katayama 
COUNSELING JOURNALISM 
Lindsay Marie Copeland 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Shannon I. Crudup 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Felicia Lynn Dechter 
JOURNALISM 
Kelsey K. Duckett 
JOURNALISM 
Isela Estrada 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Sheila Renee Eltzabeth 
Fortson 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Sondra H. Malling 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Emily Rose Moravec 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Joshua Peter Newkirk 
JOURNALISM 
Sarah Ostman 
JOURNALISM 
Nicole D. Oxendine 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Lucrecia Maxine Platt 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
25 
Katherine Ann Porter 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Deanna L. Repic 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Melissa Schleicher Sanchez 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Emily M Scheider 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Meghan Nicole Slade 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Nichole Smith 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Stacy Letrice Smith 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Ann Marie Snow 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Alexandra Lynn Starrett 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Lindsay Anne Stuart 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Jean-Virgile Tas~·Themens 
JOURNALISM 
Marganta Ann Williams 
JOURNALISM 
Sarah A. Winkler 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & 
COUNSELING 
Wendy E. Wohlfelll 
JOURNALISM 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2011 
Brooke Noelle Blocki 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Tiffany Alise Buller 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Victoria S. Cabrera 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Christopher C. Craft 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Hector De La Rosa 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Cassondra T. Eby 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Amanda C. Farrish 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Patrick B. Fauntleroy 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Joel William Fernando 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Logan Elizabeth Fleck 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Joanna Claire Foley 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Gerardo Galvan TI mothy C. Krynicki 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Stephanie T. Graney Emily Anne Lan1oreaux 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Suzanna Gusa lnchai Liou 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Quellencia Tonel Hall Brittany L. Montgomery 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Jamie H. Hansen Erin Hickel Moren 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Nina Hazhala Gavin Rehfeldt 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Julia A. Hinojosa Brandi Dean Rose 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Mikayah Mishael Hocking Fox Holly Rebecca Sabin 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Robert Hopkinson, Jr, 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Hawon Jung 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Nina N. Kauffman 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
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Pamela Ann Shortall 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Krystle Dionne Simmons 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Michael Allen Sinsheimer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Derek Wester Staples 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Erin Strom 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Alise Suhrland 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Soyoung Sung 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Shannon Elise Trompeter 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Courtney Lin Watkins 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Junae Diamond Weathersby 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Kama Ii Whitney 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Mia R. Wicklund 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
Regina Marie Charles Williams 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 2011 
Natalie Marie Aguilar 
ELEMENTARY EOUCA TION 
Derek Scott Barrigar 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Kevin James Brito 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Kimberly Lee Brumagen 
ART EDUCATION 
Jamie Marie Carlen 
ART EDUCATION 
Vickie M. Casanova 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Elizabeth Elinor Chisholm 
ART EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
Candace Charlene 
Goregaoker 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Arturo L. Enrile 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Yvonne Carole Greene 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Brendan Paul Hoole 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Christina Alexis Jennings 
ART EDUCATION 
Samamha Kozloff 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Kimberley Lennon 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2011 
Giselle Lorainne Alexander 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
THE SCREEN 
Jeffrey William Allen 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Holly Amos 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Miguel Andonaegui 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Matthew L. Aron 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK 
&PAPER ARTS 
Judson Barrctt-O'Keefe 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Kate Bowen 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Nathan W. Breitling 
CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY 
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Brandi N Lewis 
ART EDUCATION 
Sophia St. Thomas Lyman 
ART EDUCATION 
Catherine Tamarra Mobley 
ART EDUCATION 
Mark Matthew Morrin 
ART EDUCATION 
Jaclyn A Neises 
ART EDUCATION 
Catherine T. Newsome 
ART EDUCATION 
Florinda F. Nitti 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Barrie M. Dellenbach Broadie 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Casey James Bye 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
Brian Derek Cambre! 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
THE SCREEN 
Kathleen M. Churay 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
E. Mauricio Pineda 
ART EDUCATION 
Renee C Rondinone 
ART EDUCATION 
Raymond Felipe Soto 
ART EDUCATION 
Jillian Swinford 
ART EDUCATION 
Ab1ga1I Yemm 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Amy Cheryl Zwikel 
ART EDUCATION 
Angelika Katarzyna Citak 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Shana B. Cooper 
CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION 
Kevon Robert Frederick Cronin 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
THE SCREEN 
Kelli Kathleen Cousins 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEOIA 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2011 CONTINUED 
Hannah Irene Dallman Ellen Sanders Hohmann Natalie F. Mccroy Jessica Ann Rodrigue 
FILM & VIDEO INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE FILM &VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY 
Stephen Michael Danos John W. Houston Colleen Elizabeth McGann Nicolas S. Ruley 
CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
THE SCREEN MEDIA MEDIA 
Kelly Francis Davidson 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Sarah Renee Kelley Daniel Paul Mellis Nicholas A. Sagan 
THE SCREEN CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA MEDIA 
Gina Maria DiPonio Nicolette Opal Kittinger 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Laura Elayne Miller Katherine Sanchez 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Charles John Duggan Nadya Kozinets MEDIA 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE Jennifer Seay 
MEDIA Tom Mula CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
Jenna M. Landsom CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Jessica Elaine Dyer INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE Areujana Sim I 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY Cori Alesandra Munro INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
Laura Wessman LeBreton INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE PAPER ARTS 
Hale Ekinci INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
J INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & APER ARTS Kyle Alexander Okaly Joseph A. Skertich 
MEDIA MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
Rachel C. Leger THE SCREEN THE SCREEN 
Kelly Kathleen Forsythe MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY SCREEN Anne E. Olson Jantae Franchesca Spencer 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Allison Nicole Geatches James Arthur Lewis Ill 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Debra F. Ponczek Stephen M. Tartaglione 
THE SCREEN THE SCREEN CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
WIiiiam T Gregory John Lowery Jr. Thomas C. Popp Diana Christine Tychsen 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
David C. Harvey Steven Joseph Mancione J. Paul Preseault Katherine Rae Walters 
CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & FILM &VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY 
PAPER ARTS 
Daniel Arthur Heckman Margaret J. Puckett 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE Alyssa Marie Marzolf INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PHOTOGRAPHY PAPER ARTS 
Amy Nicole Herman 
PHOTOGRAPHY Mary G. Mazurek-Khan Kate Riegle-van West 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA MEDIA 
28 
VALED I CTORIANS 
Keith Raymond Kusterer, Bachelor of Arts, Music 
Sooz Main, Bachelor of Arts, Photography 
Jessica Frances Valerio, Bachelor of Arts, Arts, Entertainment, & Media Management Department 
CAND I DATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2011 
Christopher Edward Bennett 
Ryan Joseph Booker 
Charles Russell Coffeen 
Daniel R Dehaan 
Joel A. Everett 
Matthew Robert Gemoor• 
Paul Goldman 
Edward Alan Hamel* 
Norris Edward Jackson 
Michael Felix Jurewicz .. 
Keith Raymond Kusterer• 
James Marshall Lordeman• 
Jonathan Caleb McReynolds 
Oavtd James Paha 
David Franklin Michael Paige 
Stephanie Marie Picarra• 
Martin Eduardo Rodriguez 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2011 
Kelsey Kathleen Aanestad* Matthew Charles Bruce* Jessica Giovanna Geral Brittney Nicole Givens* 
Bridgette Abramowicz Martha Christine Brummett* D'Amore* Thomas Craig Glass Jr. 
Brooke Elizabeth Adams* Stephanie Bruno* Lisa Mae Danielson Kyle Jeffrey Goeken 
Sierra Angelina Adams Gillian Kate Butcher* San1antha Davis Liz Elaine Gollner 
Olukolade Adefem1 Adelabi Brett Daniel Cabanas Yvonne Diana DeKoning* Derek Colin Good1nan* 
Michelle Akapnitis Anthony Robert Cabrera Jessica Noel Delleva James Patrick Gordon* 
Jamil San1i Aljallad Rebecca Lynn Cann* Katie OiFlore* Dmytri Gouba* 
Lucille Leona Allen* L111dsey E Caple* Ginnette Marie Diaz Megan Constance Grant 
Katherine Rose Alvarez Luis Humberto Cardenas Hayley Cecilia Dominguez* Samantha S. Grego* 
Jacqueline Amezcua Lauren Ashley Carruth* Kathryn Elizabeth Dreitzler* Alyssa Ann Grove* 
Molly Rebecca Anderson* Jessica Leigh Carter Tiffany Ann Ou Elizabeth Ashley Halbauer 
Megan Hope Arenson Oni Carver Danielle Elise Dummer early Rita Hamer* 
Jennifer Nicole Avello* James Wade Case* Sara Marie Eckberg Laura Elizabeth Haney 
Laura Baldeshwiler Zoraida Belen Castilblanco Amanda Sue Edwards Arely Haro* 
Clarissa Elizabeth Barrera Elyse Anne Cha1nbers Lexie Olivia Eglin* Hannah Harris 
Megan Lynn Bateman Wing Man Chan Michelle Christ111e Elijah Michael Allen Harns* 
Christopher Jeffrey Xiuwen Amanda Chen Alexandria Rose Elliott Lauren Elizabeth Headley 
Beaudoin Stephen Chillman* Philip Adrian Elson* Meredith Leigh Heidbreder 
Elizabeth Addie Becker Garret Chow* Nicole Marie Erhart* Stephanie Luers Heidrich 
Jacalyn Behrens* Heon J. Chung Ashley Rae Esposito Jessica Lindsay Hemauer 
Julie Anne Beierwaltes* Peter Chung Tyler Scott Etters* Veeranart Hemwattakit* 
Jessica Marie Bell Mary Katherine Ciesko Tyler Scott Etters* Karin Anne Henley 
Kammarra Blalark Kohler Faye Cihock Lindsay Dayle Faber Beatriz Heredia 
Claudia Boateng Gregory Clark Teresa Fab1la* Andrew Nathaniel Herner* 
Heather Ann Bonkowski Stephen Charles Clark Anna Mae Felger Johnny Ray Hicks 
Steffan Michael Boyd Harter Van Mann111g Brandi Anne Ferranti Ernest Joseph Hill Ill 
Melanie Lyn Boyna* Clingman* Angela Nicole Fioretti* Alison Marie Hillard* 
Daniel John Bradica Bethany Kathreen Coffin* Katherine Sprecher Fisher* Andrea L. Hiller* 
Ana Brazaityte* Kelly Eileen Coll Kelly N. Fletcher Seth David Hoekstra 
Sarah Katherine Broadfoot Colleen Constant Kathryn Ann Fragak1s* Erik Jekob Hoff* 
Sally Davis Brooks* Susannah Elizabeth Jordan Francis Charles Auten Horgan* 
Mary Eve Brothers Corrington* Jennifer Kristine Fratto* Marc Alexander Howell 
Jennifer Briana Brown Kristen Nicol Costello Heather Irene Fugate* Chen-Ethan Huber* 
Matthew A. Brown Jessica Courtney Michael Christopher Jocelyn Heather Huff 
Megan Brown* Andrea Lynne Crist Gamboa Vi Huynh* 
Randy Russell Brown Adam Rich a rd Crossetti Bradley Scott Gates Victoria Hyde* 
Shannon Taylor Brown* Carly Ann Czach* Michael Henry Gies Martha Jagodzinski 
30 
Ellen Rebecca Jarl* Ignacio Maldonado* Ch1somo Sithakazelo Sara Rem 
Dan Robert Jarvis* Robert Mariduena* Nthinda Ashley Rose Reinsmith 
Arielle Joyce JeRue* Robert John Martin"' Thobekile Nomthandazo Monica Rene Renczarski 
"'"4 Nicole Kathleen Johnson* Jeana Marie Martinucci* Nthinda Ruth Ann Reyes* 
"'"4 Allison Joyce Jones• Amber Christine Massey John Patrick O'Connor Kelly Borden Rhyne* 
Crysta l Yvette Jones Michelle Renee Matzke* Gregory Ochab* Elizabeth Anne Roberts• 0 
J1yun Ju* Jennifer Catherine Mauer Helen Oh-Conklin* Adriana Rodriguez N Fahd Kasbati Nina Marie Mayer* Cassandra Oliver• Eric Martin Roesner* 
YmgKau* Andrew Thomas McArdle Lauren Ort1goza• Renee Caitlin Rondmone LL. 
Christopher Michael Kelly Andrew Thomas McArdle Rachel Lynn Ovaska Sara Jill Rosenblum 0 Joanne Marie Kennedy lain Kane McFarlin Katie Palmer* Jessika Augusta Marie Ross• 
Chloe Ann Kenning Mindy Meissen* Sergio Palomino Laura Ruby* (/) 
Kevin KIibride Ehzabeth Mendoza Anna Lydia Asllo Pamasa Dustin Allen Ruppenstein (/) 
Amanda Michelle Kiphart* Amanda Jeanmarie Andrew David Park Alfson Casey Ruppert* 
<l'. Nicolette Opal Kittinger* Mersereau Alexander Martin Parrent Nathan Shawn Rutzky 
Renee Klyczek·Nordstrom* Shea E Michals Joanna Aloysia Patterson Spencer A Rysman* _J 
Elizabeth Jane Knapp Sloane Tirona Michel Cameron Joy Peart Cad1e Elizabeth Sanchez u 
Emma Jane Kochak Erica Lynn Miller Jessica Lauren Penn* Denise N Sanchez 
Jessica Lyn Kovarik* Lauren MIiier• Ashley Nicole Peters* Neelesh P. Sane w 
Danna Kramarova Sara Millsap Emily Robin Peterson Samantha Quinn Sangerman I 
Kelsey Lynn Krelling* Joshua Minkus* Heather Peterson Michelle Sapkarov• I-Stephanie Ann Krout Mario Joseph Misceo Margaret Ann Peterson* Brittany Lauren Sayre 
Lisa Erin Kubiak Michael Geoffrey Moen• lana Petkova Matthew Edwin Schaffer LL. 
Nicole Marie Kurily Karissa Lee Moll* Vasiliki Petrid1s Michelle Grimes Schmidt* 0 Lauren Michelle LaVallie Shannon L Mooney Maria Kornella Petrovas Jake Thomas Scholl 
Elisabeth Jane Lambright Rachel Wesley Moore Cla,re Lorraine Pfohl Erica Lynn Schramek* I-
Colleen Leah Lange Elizabeth Moretti* Gandace Christine Piastrelll Michelle Sally Schuman* z Kyle James Letendre Max E Morris Eric Allen Pickersgill* Charles Sinjin Scobee w Brandi Nichele Lewis* Michael Mroch Ryan David Pickle-> Heather Elizabeth Scott 
Grace Deanna Lewis* Gretchen Vasco Mueller Anna Pikul* Kim Sue Seipel* ~ 
Katharine Marie Leyh* Jeremy Edward Mumenthaler Kathy Karolina Pilch• Tammy Jo Setner w Kelsey Lindsey• Jade Elizabeth Mummert* Brooke Theresa Plasencia Lucas R. Sgouros u Julie Bowers Lineberry Nicholas Murway* Daniel Joseph Polyak Allison Michelle Shendan 
Eileen Matilde Lopez Melinda Jane Myers John A Popadiuk* Leah Sh,rley* z 
Ryan Lowry Anna Mae Naef* English Prevo* Jason E. Sicat w 
Eria Sierra Lucas Laura Elizabeth Naidzin Cathenne Clare Price Lauren Ashley Sickles ~ Benjamin Tyler Ludwig* Jaclyn Anne Ne1ses Nida Prukp1t1kul Enc Matthew Silver• 
Alix Jean Lukas* Alex Ray Newkirk* Elizabeth Helen Puetz Nicole Alice Simmons ~ Lindsey Erin Lyddan* Brandon Eric Newman Toni Leigh Puro Lovietta Marie Simpkins 
Robert Magala Davida Fraya Newman* Kathryn Ann Quade* Kendall Rene' Simpson 0 
Shane P. Mahn* Rebecca Keene Niedner Sarah Ann Rabbitt* Shan Khaha Simpson u 
Keith Alexander Majewski Naomi carol Norem Andrea Ramey* Theresa M. Slabosz* 
Richard Majewski Birgitte Gunnlaug Norsen• Tabitha Lorraine Rand Melissa Marie Slaka1t1s* 
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Brittney L. Smith* Ann Marie Swanson* Marianna Tzeka Joseph Alexander Willis 
Jeremy Robert Srnith* Zachary Adam Syroka Jaime Lynn Van Deventer Stephanie Leah Wood* 
Joseph John Soboson Daniel James Tallian Brette Elizabeth Nozomi Yamawaki 
Gretchen Amanda Stephanie Tanner* VanKlompenberg* Lauren Kathleen Yeager* 
Soechting* Bianca Elizabeth Taylor Daniel J. Velazquez Christina E Yi 
Elizabeth Codelia Soles* Caitlin Arianna Terry Veronica M. Velazquez Masako Yoshizawa 
Matt M Soria* Alexandra Marie Threw* Karella Danielle Viitala* Alexandra Mary Zamirowski 
Melanie Christine Spagnola Cade J Thurlby* Chad Voight Ashley Lauren Zenner* 
Sarnantha Brennert Spriggs Alexander Christopher Jordan Alexander Vouga Ru ting Zhao 
Samantha Joan Stallings Todaro Angelique M. Wahlberg Tyler Michael Ziniel* 
Salvador J Stamatti Brrtt Katherine Torger Maura Kathleen Walsh* 
Dmitry Jim Starikovsky Ashley Paige Totka* Teagan Straub Walsh-Davis* 
Kathryn Anne Steele* Mirella Tovar Erin Elizabeth Weartz* 
Alex Kenton Stevens Katey Lynne Trepanier Mallory Anne Wegner 
Kayla B Story Jacquelyn Mane Trezzo Sarah Ann Welge 
John Bradley Sturm* Joanna Christine Trofimuk Elyse Marie West 
Tatiana Marie Suarez Claire Elizabeth Tulloch* Michelle Elizabeth West 
Matthew Raymond Suggs Kara Tumminello* Erica Theresa Williams 
Kristina Kayla Suttle* Sevonne Eve Tuvia* Natasha Michelle Williams 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2011 
Janelle Marie Abbate Benton Thomas Africa no* Allyson Elizabeth Allen* Kayla Mae Anderson* 
Elizabeth Lowry Able* Desiree Anne Diaz Nicholas Peter Allen Laketa Shene-Maria 
Leah R Aboav Agngarayngay* Portia Cher'e Allison Anderson 
John Joseph Accrocco* Karina Aguilar Kristin Brittany Allred* Melissa Violet Anderson* 
David Acevedo Jr. Cristina Aguirre Adarn Tai Alter .. Sarah N Anderson 
Jessica Achramowicz Kelsey Lynn Aicher* Andrew Steven Alteri* Kristin Bradford Andersson 
Jillian Nicole Adams Cynthia L Al ley Mike Allan Altstadt Joseph Benjamin Andert* 
Jordan Scott Adams Miriam Alanis* Steven T Amarantos Monica Michelle Andrade 
Matthew Lawrence Adams Joseph Eugene Albano Jr. * Anthony Michael Amponin Chris Andre 
Adam Thomas Adcock* Lauren Elizabeth Alberque* Kassiani Anastopoulos Caitlin Marie Andrews 
Alex Jacob Adcock* Mikko H. Albrecht Amanda Annette Anderson* Sarah Joyce Andrus* 
Bianca Marie Addante* Justin Thomas Albright* Ashley Anne Anderson* Juan Carlos Angeles 
Jay Stuart Addante Krzysztof David Aleszczyk* Carisa Rayegene Anderson Robert Ryan Angell 
Matthew John Adema Mikel1ia Lamarva Alexander Daniel H. Anderson Lucas Carter Ankrum 
Mlanne Adufutse-Chandler* Mollie Mackenzie Alexander* Ian Kirk Anderson* Christopher Omero Antonetti 
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Mikhail Yuriyvich Kyla Rose Ballschmiede* Brian William Bennonghoff Ian Jacob Bobinac• 
Ardashnikov Michael Anthony Balzo Karalyn Berg Sara Caitlin Bodzewski* 
David Antonio Arias Alexis Catherine Bannos Tyler Magnus Berg Roarke Patrick Boes* 
'P't Helen Sonia Armalas Uriel Guadalupe Barajas• Joseph Robert Bergren Briley Jo Bollinger 
Kerry Ann Armbruster* Brittney Leanna Barbee Andrew Martin Charles Timothy Patrick Bonen 'P't 
Luis Alberto Arriaga Emily Claire Barbian Berlin* Gabriel Bongiorno 0 
Janee Nicole Arrington Louis Angel Bardales Jennifer Leigh Bermingham Kristina Bonucchi N Priscilla Marie Arriola* Malwina Bardoni Gustavo Eduardo Chelsea L. Boomer 
Anthony Mark Arroyo Kristin Erin Barlow-Fischer Bernal-Mancheno Brittinie Christine Booth LL 
Jenine Arteaga Ashley Elizabeth Barna Meeka Lorraine Berry Tess Kathleen Borgerding* 0 Francisco Rawlinson Nicholas Barnes* Nathaniel Aaron Berry* Christina Chantelle Borgus 
Aschwanden David Charles Barron• Joanne Bethishou• Laura Lynne Borst• (I) 
Adam David Ashbaugh Megan Nicole Bartie* Shannon Teresa Beverly* Valerie Boudas (I) Kelly Al wood Lisa Barton* Landon Bickel* Nicole Lynn Boulas 
Ryan Aughenbaugh* Katie Bartus Richard Emmanuel Jeffrey Nathan Boyd <( 
Christopher J. Ausdenmoore John Bassmaji* Bidmead* Shayna Noelle Boyd __J 
Kimberly Austgen William Patrick Basso Tiffany Jean Biernacki Bridget Boyle* (_) 
Kevon Auvinen Nicholas Thomas Bastounes Alexandra Bilancia Allison Harriet Bradley* 
Kevrn Auvinen Juliana Battista Brittany LaShay Billingsley Jamie Sean Bradley* w 
Matthew Avignone• Samantha Mayme Pamela Birchard* Christopher James Bradshaw I 
Jarrod Emerson Ayme Christine Batlle Matt Clarence Birkel Ronald Matthew Brands f-Matthew Ayo* David Jeffrey Bauer Max J. Bjornson Shensa Brands* 
Clementina Ayodele* Timothy David Bauer* Andrea Marie Black Gina Marie Braswell* LL 
Isaac Bachicha Christopher J. Baugh Nathan Lyle Black Ian William Bratschie* 0 Thomas Edward Back Lacey Eden Bauman* Steven Eric Black Sable A Breathett 
Andrea Michelle Bacon Jonathan David Beal* Aimee Elizabeth Blakemore Mary Elizabeth Breffeilh* f-
Shasta Ann Bady Rebecca Hope Beaudoin• Adam Nelson Blanchard Adam James Bregenzer z Jessica Baez Ryan James Bechtel Christopher Ryan Blaski Margaret Elizabeth Bridger* 
Stephanie Diane Hannah Faye Becker• Samantha Lynn Blattner• Christopher Michael w 
Bagdasarian Austin Christopher Bedell* Patrick Lawrence Bley* Broaddus* ~ Chelsey Nicole Baggot• Christine Bedenis Eleanor Marie Blick* Alyson L Brodsky w Meredrth Wood Bahuriak* Orcun Behram Timothy Michael Blokel* Timothy Aaron Brodsky* 
Juhyun Baik John Luciano-Robert Belciglio Rebecca Ann Slonski Lindsay Nichole Brom• (_) 
Jared Bailey Amanda Marie Bellafiore Jennifer Constance Christine Marie Bromley• z 
Samantha Quierra Bailey Raquel Vona Ben-Avraham* Bloomfield Alexander Donald Brooks w Zachary Allan Bair• Melissa Bencomo Boyea Boga1t Blountt Kevin Robert Brooks* 
Aaron H. Baker Andrew Taylor Bender• Benicia Blue• Marnie N. Brooks ~ 
Ashley Nicole Baker Enjolique Danielle Bender Jessica Lynn Blumberg• Diana Bros• ~ Deann Baker Mallory Steven Benishek* Leonardo Zachary Elizabeth Andrea Brossard 
Derek Douglas Baker Stephanie Yvette Benjamin Blumenberg Lauren Marie Brostowitz• 0 
Christopher Allen Bales* Ashley Nichole Bennett Vanessa Bly Ashley Kaye Brown (_) 
Tavis Robert Balkin Benjamin Lee Bennett Alicia Allyn Bobcheck* Bonnie Brown 
Kershon J. Ball Morgan Ellzabeth Benneu* Danielle Michelle Bober• Kelsey Brown 
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Lauryn Shealeigh Brown Constance Victoria Calice* Todd Davis Cheney Leigh Collins 
Matthew Allen Brown Kendra Leigh Callari* Jessica A Chernavage* Michael A. Coloma 
Rebecca Brown Edward Cameron Calleros Alyssa Deanne Jane Smith Columbia 
Vanessa Mandisa Brown Thomas William Cameron Chiganos-Lorusso Austin Coman* 
Rhonda M. Browne Daniel Avery Campbell Kristina Jo Chiko* Audriena Rene Comeaux 
Robert James Bruce Jr. John me Lee Campbell Jamie Riann Chinn Daniel Paul Comella* 
Lori Ann Brudzisz Kerri Campbell Janeen Alexia Chinn Jordan Leslie Compis* 
San1antha Rose Bruno* Patrick Joseph Campbell Christopher Grant Chinouth Maureen Roark Condon* 
Lauren Marie Bryant Stefan Camporese Jessica Chism Winston Alexander Conklin* 
Jourdan Blair Bryner* Sierra C Candia Min Young Choi Kylan Elizabeth Conroy 
Jonathan Bucio Aaron James Cannon* Woong-Jo Choi* Zachery Nicholas Consalvi 
Megan Virginia Buckley* Rene James carag Brady Kenneth Chrisman Natasha Nicole Constantine* 
Alexander Robert Budris* Jeff Peter Carlin Aaron Matt Christmon Virginia Ahren Cook* 
Ben Robert Bueltmann Katelyn Paige Carlson* Cody Dennis Christopher Emily Darlington Cooke* 
Taylor A. Buenzli Chad Paul Carlstone Jonathan M Chrones Joshua David Cooper* 
Caitlin Marie Bukowski* Shannon Nicole Carlstrom Eddie K. Chu Paul Alan Cope 
Melissa Cadle Bull Aaja Corinne Carr Angela Marie Cibich Colin Bruce Corley 
Deanndra Bunch Mariella Carranza Matthew Thomas Cibulka Robert James Cornell* 
Bethany Ann Buonsante* Arturo Ca rrlllo John M. Cicora Sr. Megan Christine Coronado 
Katelyn Christie Burcak* Dashun Noel Carter Brian Cielesz Maxi1nillian Correa 
Paula Kristine Burgeson* Sean A. Carter Erica Cieslak Olivia Suzanne Correa 
Deirdre Therese Burke Karon J Carter-Press Greg Matthew Clanton Rachel Marie Corsi 
Sophia Catherine Burke Dionte Jamahl Cartwright Cornelius Clark Kyle Patrick Costello 
Jeffery Bruce Burnham 11 * Nicholas Chase Cary Dan Steven Clark Craig David Cotsones 
Martin Thomas Burnham* Erin Rebecca Casey Maxine Ariella Clarke Natasha Lynn Cotton 
Gaylen Cameron Stephanie Agtual Caspelich* Stephanie Scarbrough Sam Coughenour* 
Burton-Williams Olivia Nathania Castaneda Clayton Troy Steven Covello 
Christopher Edward Butera* Marianna Castellano* Amanda Rae Clement Taylor Joseph Cowan* 
Jason Alan Butkiewicz Jessica Lyn Castillo* Josah Ruth Clement Cindi Ann Cox* 
Daniel James Butler Anthony David Catalano* Hannah Elaine Cle1n1nons* John Anthony Coxworth 
Floria A. Butler Alteena Descerall Cathey Ian Patrick Cler Anthony John Cozzi 
James Alex Butler* Jaclyn Anne Caturano Jeremy Willard Cliff Simona D. Craig 
Steven Andrew Byczek* Gia Nicole Cerino Carmen Lakiesha Clifton Casey Bennett Crail* 
Erienne Renelle Byers Siera Koryn Cerny Ashley Cofer Andrea Lianne Crandall 
Kathryn Byrnes* Jorge Cerrilla-Ysita Maranda Sue Coffelt Kathryn Craven* 
Kristin Dawn Byrnes Paul Kilian Cervenka Jennifer Mel issa Cohen Joseph Frank Crawford 
Ethan Taylor Cabrera Casey Champion Peter Cohen* Randolph James Crawford 
Gianna Marie Caccamo Elisabeth J. Charbonneau Olivia Alexandra Cole* Hunter Wade Crenshaw* 
Schanne Aaron Charles Cade Daniel Woong Chard Belynzia Coleman Lucia Angelica Crespo 
Toby Cadengo Corinne Nichole Chase* Lisa Victoria Coleman Regan Ann Crisp 
Brian Patrick Caffrey Rilee Jordan Chastain* Paulette Caryon Coleman Olga Cristobal 
Miaoxian Cai Leonel Patricio Chavez Robert Nicholas Colletti Thomas Michael Cronin 
Christopher Allen Calandro Melissa Chen Brittany Ann Collins Laura Elizabeth Crook* 
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Samantha Crowley* Michelle Rene Dayiantis* Shanae Drayton Annette Essey 
Willamena Virginia Crowley Joanna De Jesus Lorin Wayne Drexler Cody Lee Estle* 
Evelyn Cruz Joseph M. De Urso• Sabrina Diane Drobnich* Brianna Evans 
"l'"'4 Eduardo Culbeaux Tiffany Marie De la Rosa* Heather Renee Drouillard* Elizabeth Evans• 
"l'"'4 Tanisha Sade Cummings* Reina-Ann Delacruz Byron Abraham Duarte* Melissa Jane Evans 
Emily Marie Cummins* Jennifer Marie Deleon Natasa Dubak* Danielle Patricia Ezell 0 
Vernon Lewis Victor nffany Ellen Delong Erik Steven Duemig* Selina N. Fabian N Cummins* Deanna Alexis DeMay Joseph Adam Duemig* Aliza Fagan 
Julian Xavier Cumpian Christopher DeQuick Lisa Rene'e Duke* Danielle Elizabeth Fair LL 
Jacqueline Nicole Curley Arieana Patrice Desadier Evan Graham Dunn Susanne Magdalen 0 Matthew Jacob Cusumano Zachary Louis DeTrevllle John James Dunne Falenczykowski* 
Cari June Cutcher Alicia D. DeVoll Jacob Tyler Dunnington* Ali Zahid Faqir* U) 
Antonino Justin Cutraro Amanda Gayle DeVries Travis Black Dunsmuir Jonathan David Farley U) Eliza Michal Cypers* Felmar Dean Jacelyn Sara Durruthy* Jacob William Farquhar-
<( Justin Michael Cyrul Ariel Lauren Deaner* Timothy Alexander Dustin* Marquis 
_J Kevin Richard Czarnecki* Vincent Manuel Dee Robert Julian Dvorak* Alex Michael Farrington 
Lydia Ann Czyszczon Thomas Degutis* Allen Taylor Eastman Sara Justine Faux u 
Robert J. D'Amato* Matthew Joel DenBesten* Nicole Ann Ebat John Nathaniel Favaro 
w Antonio John D'lntino Britta Katherine Dennis Klarissa Ana Echeverria John Louis Fecile Jr. * 
Samira Dabeca* Craig Robert Deskins* Dan Patrick Eden Ill * Constantin Fenton I 
Rachel Anne Dabideen Deneen Difranco* Geoffrey Michael Edwards llllanete Rebolledo f-Ashlee Nicole Dakan Alicia Nichole Diamond Rikki Edwards Ferandez* 
Nicole Ann Dallianis Jose F. Diaz Richard Wayne Eggert Jr. Maya Ferdynus* LL 
lain J. Dalton Casie Diciolla Jenna Grace Ehret• Alexa Jade Fernandez 0 Rafiu lshola Dania Everett Orian Dickey-Strycker Joshua Hillel Eidenberg Paige Alexandra Fernandez 
Gary J. Daniels 111 Holly Lynn Dixon* Michelle Tina Eisa Christine Elizabeth Fiedler* f-
Joseph Abe Dankha Stefani Djurin Rachel Allison Eisler Astrea Diana Figueroa z Michael Danovich Eulisa Michelle Doby Thomas Elder Jazmin Figueroa w Angela Delatae Darke Amina Lorden Doctrove Alan B. Eley Danielle Rose Filetu* 
Danielle Elizabeth Darko Benjamin Alex Doerr Mario Edward Elias* Gary Steven Fine* ~ Hilary Ehse David Rachel Nichole Doherty Caitlin Marie Elkins Lisette Lauren Fiol w Tanya Marie Davidson Bertholt Sebastian Dohring Ashley Lauren Elrod Max Seth Firestein 
u Benjamin Michael Davies Carrie Lynn Dole* Persephanie Lauren Engel* Gali Firstenberg* 
Emmanuel Davila Janelle D. Dole Daniel James Engelke Josh Erik Fisch z 
Lauren Elizabeth Davis• Diane Dominguez* Charles Edward English Andrew Mark Fischer w Lindsey Marie Davis Matthew Jason Donahue* Melanie Lynn Ennis Alex Christopher Fishback* ~ Lonnie Carl Davis Jr. Elizabeth Egan Donkin Jennifer Gwen Ensign Angela Jane Fisher• 
Marcus Aaron Davis Ashley Claire Donohoe Danae Ervin• Nichole Marie Fisher* ~ Rose Davis* Emma Lorraine Dorrell* James Maxwell Erwin Brian Terrence Fitzmaurice 
Scott Jacob Davis James Michael Dougherty* Alma Cristela Escamilla* Matthew Ross Fleischmann 0 
Terry Davis Atlanta Regina Douse Safa Eshmawy Debra A. Fleming u Brent Richard Day* Corey Lynn Doyle* Ashton Esling" Neil A. Fleming 
M. Paul Day* Sarah Evan Doyle* Adriana Espejo Celia Flores 
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Melissa Flores* John Adam Gallegos Ill * Ashley Jean Giampoli Trista Greco 
Jonathan Walter Flynn Suzanne Carol Gallegos David Gibbons Jason Frederick Grede 
Shea Christian Flynn Jacob Gallucci* Gabriel Gil Jessica Leigh Green 
Bucklin Shelton Foley Daniel Christopher Gailun Catherine Elizabeth Gilpin Zachary Raum Green* 
Jonathan Cory Follett David Manuel Galvan Jr. Robert Matthew Gioiosa* Elisa Jill Greenawalt* 
Dane Alexander Foltin Erika Galvez* Veronica Isabel Brandi Jinai Greene 
Christopher Donald Fontana* Thon1as Francis Galvin Giraldo-Puente John Gregory* 
Maureen Therese Foody* Dennis Anthony Gambino Shayna Marie Gladstone William T. Gregory* 
Zackary David Ford Katherine Gamby Corey Thomas Glenn* Brendan James Griffin 
Natalia Anna Formisano Krystina Falloria Nicholas Duran Glenn* Edlyn Elon Griffin 
Zack Forsyth Garchitorena Allison Dourbet Glovak Joseph G. Griffin 
Ellyn Elizabeth Fortino* Giovanni Joey Garcia Alexa Leigh Goddard Ricky Michael Grillo 
Ashley Marie Fosen Joaquin Enrique Garcia II Ashley Paul Godfrey Ashley Marissa Gross 
Kathleen Marie Foshee* Luz M Garcia Josh J. Goff Brian Aaron Gross 
Maxwell Scott Foszcz* Marta Maria Garcia* Samantha Lynn Gold Richard Steve Guerra 
John Fountain Joe Gardi Abby Nicole Goldstein Dustin William Guest 
David Charles Fouty Catherine Jaye Gardner Ian Jonathan Gollahon* Marcus E Gulley 
Krystn Michelle Fox Joshua James Gardner* Ai1nee Noelle Goluszka* Aaron David Gutierrez* 
Whitney Elizabeth Fox* John Robert Garretson* Justen Daniel Gombac Matthew Alexander 
Brittany Mae Frandsen* Sara Millicent Garrett* Amalia Gonzalez* Gutierrez* 
Lauren Michelle Freeburg* Janeal Joyce Garry* Giselle Darlene Gonzalez Sandra Violeta Gutierrez 
Anders Carl Freedlund* Athena Grace Garvink Kristy Joanne Gonzalez Maribel Guzman 
Ashley Nicole Freeman* Courtney Mae Gary Jamie Alexandria Patricia Guzman* 
Elise Jeannette Freiberg* Kari Ann Garza* Janette Gooden* Dawn Marie Haase 
Shannon Frey Elizabeth Ann Gatesy Nicole Goodrich Lauren Rose Hadeed* 
Joan L. Fried rich Laura Anne Gattorna* Latoya Annette Goodwin* Allison Elizabeth Hadley 
Chenene Friend Michael Gavrick Sophie Elizabeth Goodwin Katie Haisley 
Lindsey Marie Friese* Marnissa Danette Gay Adarn Joseph Goral* James Guillermo Hall 
Thomas Richard Friz Matthew Don Gaydos Jonathan Michael Gorczyca Julius C. Hall 
Gregory Elmer Frohbieter Lidia Tesfu Gebrezgher Maha Gorgi Kaelie Jeanne Hall 
Shannon Kay Fry* Leah Catherine Geibel Casey Marie Danielle Marcus Hall 
Katlyn Kelle Frymire* Heather Elizabeth Geiger* Gorham Thure Conrad Hallgren 
Troy Douglas Fulkerson Matthew James Geiger* Katheryn Courtney Gragg Lauren Elizabeth Hallman 
Byron Thomas Fulmer Trevor Edward Geiger* Brandon Markelle Graham Monica F. Halloran 
Marianne Elizabeth Fulton Ryan Daniel George Kayla Theresa Graha1n* Kalvin Haltenhof 
Julia Fung Justin Kenneth Gephart Saleen Michelle Graham Krysta Ann Hamann 
Falan Marie Fuquay David Michael Geranen* Jade Milan Grange Sandra Nicole Hamer* 
Tyler Michael Furlan Alexandra Gabriella Juel Monet Grange* Robert S. Hamilton 
nm Martin Gadient Geregova Carolina Granger* Kristopher Hammond 
Brandan Gajic Graham Geren Riley Sinclair Gravatt* Elizabeth Ashley Hamsher* 
Myra Alexandra Galindo Michael LOUIS Gharidini Katie Elizabeth Graves* Angela Han* 
James Taylor Gallant* Ehsan Ghoreishi Britney Michel le Gray Mackenzie Jens Hana man 
Andres Felipe Gal lego Khadijah Ghouse Kandace Patrice Gray Kelly Hanaoka* 
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Lucy Diana Elizabeth Angelica Maria Henderson- Dylan James Holton* Andrew Iverson 
Hancock* Lewis Jacquelyn Diane Hooker• Herb Iverson 
Cory Scott Hanlin* Kristen Michelle Hendon* Katie Elizabeth Hopkins* Lakesha Lashaun Ivory 
,Pot Andrew Michael Hannon Ryan Hendricks* Nathaniel David Horowitz Joe Jacks 
Alexander Hans Hansen* Griffin Scott Henricks Chelsea Horrigan* Patricia Anne Jackson ,Pot 
Andrew James Hansen Caleb James Hepler* Brittney Allie Gloria Hortman Alexander Thomas Jacobs 0 
Kyle Stephen Hanson* Hannah M Herbert Keith Horvath* Lindsey Beth Jacobs N 
Chrystine Lynn Hanus* Alexander Hernandez* Nicholas Tomoya Host* Samantha Keigh Jacobs 
Trevor Hayse Hardin Francisco Antonio Hernandez Christina R. Houser Shelby Kristen Jacobs* LL. 
Casey Ray Harding Ian Omar Hernandez* Alexander Lee Howard* Stephen Wayne Jacobs* 0 Morgen Briana Hare Leonel Hernandez Courtney Christine Howard Kristen Ann Jacobsen 
Sarah Elizabeth Harkey* John Patton Herndon Kinelam Abeth Howard* Faith Wright Jacobson (/) 
Margot Elizabeth Harle* Mark Joseph Hertvik Lee Brandon Howard Max Joseph Jacobson (/) 
Heather Elizabeth Harmet* Patrick Mathias Hesse* Niles Walter Howard Sonja Jajic 
Michael Anthony Harnichar Erin Lynn Hessel Scott Kevin Howatt Evan Jallouqa <( 
Diane Haro Kathryn Michelle Higgins* Allison Cristen Howen* Tamara Nasser Jalouga .....J 
Asjhra Moinye Harper Amy Kathryn Hilber* Charles Htun Janelle James (.) 
Jason Lee Harper Daniel Hill* Cory Thomas Hubbard Micah Ariel James* 
Stephanie Nicole Harper* Sandra Ann Hill Emily Rose Hubbell* Rebecca Elizabeth James• w 
John Michael Harrington Rachel Susan Himmel Ezell Keith Hudson Andrew Mark Janda :r: 
Benjamin Michael Harris Sheniece Antionette Hines Jamaine A. Hudson Chelsie Anne Jangord I-Jonathan Wesley Harris Keith Travis Hinkley* Andrea Kay Hudziak Marija Janie 
Nicholas Ray Harris* Barbara A. Hirschfeld Naomi Lanette Huffman* Victoria Polett Jasso LL. 
Tyler Griffin Harris* Jonathan Hirsh Deidre Leann Hugley Tania E. Javier-Hayes* 0 Stephen Scott Harrod Brian James Hlavacek Diana Huntress* Mark Harden Jefferson* 
Janine Nicole Hart Emily Elizabeth Hoban Matthew Michael Hurckes Syvonnah Alexis Jefferson I-
Tara Michelene Hartnett Lisa Marion Hobbs Jon Hurlbutt Alessandra Elizabeth Jenkins z Tamarus Rayshaun Harvell Megan Elizabeth Hobbs Steven Paul Hurn* Derek Anthony Jenkins 
Sarah Jane Hawley* Vanessa Rachel Hobson• Colin Dane Hyer Christina Alexis Jennings w 
Isaac Levi Hayes James A. Hodges Darnel Richard Hyland Sharon Lynee Jennings ~ 
Jodi Hayes Jessica Lynn Hodges Giancarlo lannotta Morgan Dennis Jensen 
Senyah Haynes Elyse Stephanie Hoffman Jacoby ll1ejirika Sean Jensen w 
Chris James Hayslett Raymond Michael Hogan John WIiiiam Illig Crystal A Jerome (.) 
Alexzondreya Carletah Hearn Casey Lynn Hohs* Chikara lmura Peter Michael Jesionowski* z 
Aubrey Lynne Heck* Dan,el Patrick Hojnacki Grecibeth Infante Adel Marie Johnson• w Scott Ernest Hedley* Angela Faye Holbrook Christina Ingram Alison Faye Johnson 
Jonathan MIiier Heeter* Hans Holko Vincent Joseph lngrao Amber Dawn Johnson ~ 
Michael Ephraim Heffler* Kyle Patrick Holland* Christopher Villacar Antuan Michael Johnson Jr. ~ Alyssa T. Heintz* Stephen Duane Holhger I numerable Ariana Songhai Johnson 
Alexis V Hemmingway* Thomas Pierce Nicholas Iozzo Casandra Mae Johnson* 0 
Andrew Oloroso Hempfling Hollinsworth* Ashley Nicole Irons Colleen Mae Johnson* (.) 
Angel Latoya Henderson Daniel Frank Holmes Carlene Marte Isola Dean Robert Johnson 
Kaylyn A Henderson Enc Robert Holmgren Yawara Ito Haley Joanna Johnson 
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Jacob Alexander Johnson Christopher Michael Kayser Kaj Edward Kjellesvig* Joshua Michael Krol 
Jessie Johnson Kellye Michelle Kazlausky* Stefan Gregory Klapko Thomas Ronald Kroll 
Justin John Johnson Michael Ray Kazmierczak Emma Nell Kleihege* Colleen Margaret Krupa* 
Kimberly Janna Johnson* David Kazmierski* Annalena S Klein Amanda Lorene Kruse 
Lydia P. Johnson Emma Kearney Megan Jessica Klein* Kristen Ann Kuchar 
Mason Todd Johnson* Courtney Marie Kebler Donald Lyon Kleppin Samantha Marie Kucharski 
Michael Lee Johnson John Michael Kedzie Jacob Andrew Kltppenstein Kellie Kucik* 
Noah Micah Johnson* Lauren Shea Keefe Matthew Steven Kloepfer* Derek Adam Kucynda 
Nyisha Mari Johnson Michael Ryan Keeley Veronica Joanna Kloff* Grant Maxwell Kug,nan 
nffany Hermania Johnson Ashley Marie Keenan* Mark E. Kluiszo* Renee Marie Kuhl 
Rosetta Marie Johnston Austin Henry Keep Josalyn Amanda Knapic* Shana Lynne Kuhs* 
Andrew Lee Jones* Jesse Riehle Kegan Adam Duane Knapp* Elizabeth Rose Kulevich* 
Candyce Noelle Jones Andrew Keil Amelia Joseph Knight* Miho Kumagai* 
Charnika Dennea Jones Daniel Nathan Kelleg11an* Brittany Shanell Knight* Courtney Amanda 
Devonte Marquis Jones Brian Keller* Daniel Lawrence Knight Chizuko Kurata 
Shekinah Lateresa Jones Brenten William Kelly Klee Michael Knoy Shawn l11omas Kurian 
Taylor Myers Jones James Kelly* Jessica Eileen Kocemba* Kellie Catherine Kurtz 
Linda C. Jordan Jessica Marie Kelly* Eryn Allen Koehn Michelle Mary Kusek 
Matthew Timothy Jordan Tyler Ryan Kendrick Amanda Lynee Koester* Robin Kwiecinski 
Benjamin Louis Joseph* Hugh Bryan Kennedy Ahn1ed Musiol Kolacek Kortney Sum York Surn 
Monica Yvette Jossell Kathryn Mckenna Kennedy* Lauren Elizabeth Kolek* Kwong Hing* 
Larissa Ann Judy Justin Myles Kenney Julian S. Koller Keanon Calvert Kyles 
Wayne J uerke Lauren Ashly Kessler Tessa Chesterine Konkol Drew Thomas La Barre 
Paloma Jurado* Stephen A Ketchum Matthew Ryan Konopka Caitlin Rachal Lacour 
Jordon Mychel Justice* Alisha Ketry* Marc Stoyan Koprinarov Alexandra Jordan Lafleur 
Michelle Danielle Juszkiewicz Ian Gerald Kewley Jessica Kornfeind* Michael La Fronza 
Nicole Elizabeth Kaiser Meghan Margaret Keyes* Lindsey Michel le Korth* Amber Marie LaGore 
Emily Ann Kalscheuer Trevor Alexander Kezon Dustin Dwayne Kosteroski Casey Michael Laarkamp-
Ashley Marie Kamin* Katerina Kiagias Naomi Ann Kothbauer Tobe! 
Seth Umansky Kannof Chelsea Ann Kidd-Edie Marek Kovacik Lisa B. Ladehoff 
Angela Louise Kaplan Michael Justin Killion Megan Elsa Koval* Yasmine Laggoune* 
Avraham 8. Kaplan* Henry Kim* Darek Alex Kowal Bruce Elliott Lambert 
Keith Ryan Kappel * Jonggeol Kim Michael Joseph Koza* Elizabeth Ashley Larew* 
Monique Nicole Kaput* Jacqueline Alyse Kinasz* Laura Elizabeth Kozak* Helen Nicole Larimore 
Kristina Ann Karras* Brandon Edward Kincaid Gina Michele Kozar* Danielle Laroche* 
Jill Denae Karrenbrock* Ryan Charles Kinch Gregory Joseph Krajewski* Brandi Kleinert Larsen* 
Nathanial Louis Kartz Andrew Glenn King Kevin Roy Kramer* Kaitlin Meredith Larson 
Matt Kashuda Anthony E. King Ian Michael Krass Tatiana Rast1elia Latch,nan 
Matthew John Kasin* Nicholas Coleman King Brittany Lee Krawczyk* Arica Renee Latirner 
Katherine Elizabeth Katona* Tanya Elaine King Nicholas Christopher Melanie Anne Nicasio Laude 
Kendra Rebecca Katzman Katherine Grace Kinnard Krehmeyer* Jennifer Nicole Lazaroff* 
Corey Scott Kauzlarich Steve Brian Kirkish* Zachary Rich Kritzer Max LeBien 
Jonathan M. D. Kauzlarich Veronica Luckett Kirkland* Sonnie Ann Krizek* Christopher Jay Lea 
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Caitlin Leahy* Janelle Maxine Little Brent Anthony Madison Ahson Masood 
Ellyn Marie Leahy Deminique Endrianna Lobo Robert Cody Madsen Lauren Ashley Masterson* 
Elliot Bryan Lear-Stratton Josef A. Locastro Sandra Magana* Chad Curtis Matthews 
'P'I Sean Thomas Lechowicz* Jenna Allee Loerop* Kaylee Samantha Magro• Michael Paul Manina 
Nicholas Eugene Ledesma Ryan Carl Loftsgaarden John Edwin Mahler Tyler Eric Mattson 'P'I 
Hyeong.Seon Lee• Ryan Jeffrey Loftsgaarden• Jonathan Frank Mahony Ryan Kenneth Maxey 0 
Justin Edward Lee Angela Loiacono* Sooz Main* Samuel Alexander May N 
Po-Chang Lee Matthew Michael Loncar* Jonathan James Makrinos Angela Marie Mayfield 
Sean Hee Lee Angelica Marie London· Anum Saleem Malik Randall lauren Mayfield LL. 
Rebecca EIieen Leehey Johnson Michael Maliwanag Robert Mayfield* 0 Tim Lehnert* Kurt Long* Lauren Maloney• Kristin Ann Maynard 
Camnn Michael Lehor Carly Sue Loonan* Patrick James Maloney Angelica Mazza (f) 
Mark R Lemke Trevis Richard Loosbrock Joseph Robert Mandel* Christopher Palnck (f) 
Kimberley Lennon Teemeka J Loper Rachel Michelle Manis* McAdams 
<( Rosa Maria Leon* Analu M. Lopez Nalhaniel Elijah Manning* Carolyn Denise McCall 
Priscilla Leonard Thomas James Lopez Zachary Maras Trevor Michael McCandless ......J 
Quintin Maurice Leonard Robert John Lord Jamie Thaddeus Marcelle* Caitlin Louise McCarthy u 
Miguel Lepe Jr. Nathaniel David Loria* Bradley Thomas Marciniec Javonna 8. McClendon 
Rolando Lepe Justine Elyssa Losoya Alexander Paul Marianyi Candace Michelle McCollum w 
Cesar Lerma Danielle Jetfri Loumena Michael Joseph Marin Riley Marie McCord I 
Ryan Walter Lesniak John Lowery Paul Michael Marinkov1ch* Molly Kathleen McCormack ~ Lisa Joann Leszczewicz Sonianne Natalia Lozada Jacob A. Markson Molly Jean McCormick 
Lauren Levaccare Anthony Lu Matt Austin Marposon Kayla Marie McCulley* LL. 
BenJamin Leven Keva Navail Lucas Grace Nicole Marsh* Douglas Dustin McCurdy 0 Izaak Nathan Levison·Share* Sarah Elizabeth Luckett Jessica Lynne Marsh* Samuel Peter McDermott 
Nicole Maria Lewandowski Kristy Jean Lueshen* Antoine Lorenzo Marshall Danielle Holly McDonald ~ 
Daniel Lewis* Joshua Joesph Lukasik* Bethanie Louise Marshall Tianna M McDonald z Jeffrey Lewis* David James Luthringer* Clare Amal Marshall Andrew Michael McDowell* w Katherine Lauren Lewis Nora Ngoc Ly* Janelle F Marshall Megan Terese McEntee* 
Lauryn Allison Lewis* Emily Lyle* Loreal Nicola Marshall Caitlin Ashley McGee ~ 
Tori Alexandra Lewis* Andrew Jackson Lynch* Michael Jordan Marsoupian* Rebecca Marie McGee• w Craig Thomas liby* Dana Alysia Lynch* Jasmyn Arielle Martin Mitchell Ryan McGill* 
u Almir Llmaj Daniel Christopher Lynn• Matthew Thomas Martin Lauren McGrady* 
Robin Borlong Lin Calie Marie Lyons* Daniel Socorro Martinez Devan Richard McGrath· z 
Jennifer Natalie Linard George Daniel Lyons Jamie C. Mart111ez Riecke* w 
Jonathan R. Lindelsee Jeffrey Stephen Lyons Jose Leandro Martinez Spencer James McGreal ~ Anna Lindquist* Catherine Mari MacGregor Mario Alejandro Martinez Ashley Lynn McHale 
Leslie Eugene Lindsey Timothy Vincent Machroli* Nicholas Joseph Martinez Katy Lynn Mcilvaine* ~ Melanie R. Lindsey Joelle Nicole Mack Veronica Martinez• Alison Paige McKay* 
Gage Alan Lindsten* Christopl1er F. Mackey Benjamin Seth Marton* Shannon McKay 0 
Cooper Alexander Link Nicole Frances Macon* Amelia Kay Masbruch* Lannda Lorine McKelvy u Jacob Thomas Linne* Alana Madden Linnea Mason Brian Stewart McKinney* 
Joseph Llssuzzo Rlshi Jayantilal Madhani Sian Aivleen Mason Audrey Michelle Mclain 
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Matthew Sean Mclaughlin Anthony Julius Miller Ayanna Abena Muhammad Jessica Nevarez 
Daniel John Mclean Gehring Philip Miller* Maggie M Mui Luke James Nevin Gattie 
Evan William Mclean Jenna Rae Miller* Joey Rosario Mule Phillip Devlin New 
Matthew Kyle McNally Megan Lee Miller* Kyle Patrick Mulholland Sarah Beth Newcomb 
Lyndee Anne McPeek* Paul Shane Miller Michael Dennis Mullen Darnell Newman 
Jacob Andrew McPherson* Umaar Mansoor Mirza Jonathan Hart Mullet Davis Quang Nguyen 
WIiiiam Herron McShane Ilsa Nicole Misamore* Belmary Muniz Judy Kim Nguyen 
Brynn McWethy Catherine Pak Mitchell Andrea Lynn Munoz* Daniel James Nix 
Gordon J. Mcwethy Keturah Levon Mitchell Michelle Ashley Munvez Jeremy S. Noah 
Caitlin Marie McWhirt* Lindsey Quinn Mitchell* Sarah Muratore* Katherine Marie Noble 
Chewanda Laurel McWillis Maya Miyano Douglas Arthur Murman Dylan Michael Noe* 
Brian Daniel Meagher Mary Mlzura Ashley Lynn Murphy Whitney Michelle Nolan 
Cesar A. Medina Steve Victor Mladic Bradley A. Murray Shannon Leigh Noll 
Luke Thomas Meeker Shereen Mohammad* James Edward Murray Jr. Michael Tyler Nonnie 
Paul Meekin* Christina Lee Mohr Lauren Marie Murtha Matthew Nordling 
Elise Anne Meenan* Kevin Adam Mojziszek Caitlin Diane Myers Caroline Norwood* 
William Edwin Meineke Jennifer Annisa Mokhiber Nicholas Charles Myers* Matthew John Novak 
Martin Dale Meinerz Nicholas Benjamin Mollison* Sarah Myers Michael James Novak 
Scott Cameron Meisburger* Alyssa Jane Montague* Whitney Claire Myers Natalie Novakovich* 
Nicholas Gregory Meisner Shelley Elizabeth William E Myers Andrew Michael Nowak* 
Emily Meister Montalbano Alec Richard Naffziger Kristen Nicole Nunez 
Christian Mejia* Nicholas Joseph Montecalvo Stephanie Ann Najera Sara Beth Nyman 
Mary Melente Kevin Micheal Monteith* Stanley Robe1t Nalewski* Sean Louis D'Boyle 
Stefanie Mary Melone* Jael Montellano* Laura Terese Nalin WIiiiam Nicholas O'Brian 
Grant Whittaker Melton Lori Noel Moody Lisa Marie Nannini* Elsbeth Marie O'Brien 
Shalini Menon* Dimitri William Moore Filomena Rosaria Michael William O'Brien 
Jaren Kyei Merrell Lincoln C. K. Moore Napolitano* Neal Joseph O'Bryan 
Sarah Lena Metro* Erika Morales* Cara Nicole Narkun* Joseph Francis O'Connor 
Lyndsay Elizabeth Meyer Justin Moreno* Carley Marie Naughton* Tylor Mike O'Connor 
Michael J Meyer* Nicholas Allen Morford* Lorenzo Navarro Jr. Maggie Joyce O'Keefe 
James Martin Meyers Brian David Morgan Mari Daly Neberieza Colleen Mary O'Neill 
Kathleen Meyers* Casie Michelle Morgan Laura Veronica Nedbal* Meggie Caroline O'Neill 
Chris Mezyk Andrew Morris Nicole Rose-Marie Neff Jennifer Michelle 
Krista Lynn Michalek Erin Michelle Morris* William Ibrahim Negus O'Shaughnessy 
Cristina Marie Micheli Gary Phillip Morton Kaitlin Elizabeth Nehls Jennifer Lynn Oakley* 
Sarah Wasilla Midoun Courtney Corine Mosley Juliann Joy Neidert* Sarah Jane Oates* 
Matthew John Mielke Michael K. Mosley Jr. Ale)(andria Catherine Neil* Kevin Obon1anu 
Francis Gerald Migacz Akira Motoyama Allyson Nicole Nelson* Afua Akwaa Odame 
Jason Paul Milbank Marisa Moy Anastasia Marie Nelson David Michael Oelert 
Lena Michele Milcarek* Amanda Lauren Mroz Dana Leigh Nelson Amanda Offenbacher 
Marijana Miljanovic Nicole Elizabeth Muchowicz* George David Nelson Mary Jo Ola* 
Rachel August Millas Jonathan F.K. Mueller Megan Anne Netherton Shireen Ray Olayan 
Amy Lynn Miller* Amira Muhammad Jillian Vivian Nettles Nathaniel Howard Olison 
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Gustavo Olivares Jamie Mae Patterson Robert A. Pierce Teresa J. Pringle 
Elizabeth Lauren Olwig Victoria Chadyeane Kelsey Rebecca Pierson Tyler Benjamin Prinz* 
Angel Onofre Patterson* Timothy Douglas Pierzchala* Jason Lamont Pritchard 
"P"f Anthony Josef Oral Dana Michelle Patt,* Dina Pilnlts Alissa Marie Prochaska 
Ezekiel Joseph Ornelas* Heather Marie Pauga Denisse Pina Natalie Procopio "P"f 
Alejandra Ortega John Aaron Paul* Donald Rae Pindel* Darnen Edward Pryma 0 
Brittney Lauren Ortiz Scotl David Pauly Andrew John Pindelski Matthew B Puchyr N Jessica Yadira Ortiz* Christ,na Ann Pawlowski* Bnan Pineyro Paris Ashley Puckett 
Jesus David Ortiz Sara11 Jane Pawlowski* William Joseph Pionke Kayla Lynn Pulley u... 
Maria Ortiz Harrison Reed Pearl* Joseph Francis Pisciotta Ill* Charles Michael J. Putz· 0 Adam Aaron Orton* Douglas A. Pearson Alexander Jake Pittelkow Lamport* 
Wendy-Tricia Lezanne Enk Raymond Pedtke Amy Lynn P,varonas Adam James Querfurth Cf) 
Osborne• Edward Scott Peltz Thomas J Platt Vanessa Mane Quintana Cf) Rotimi A. Osoba Carlos Pena Alicia Bozzi Plomin* Bryan Douglas Racine 
Alexandria Brooke Overh,ser Joshua Pena Andrew E. Plotke Tara Ann Racine* <x:: 
Zach Chandler Overstreet Amanda Christina Penate Philip S. Plowden Joshua Charles Rackliffe __J 
A1nelle Jenae Owens Alison Nicole Penner Theresa Isabelle Poborsky Mary Sheehan Radosh u 
Francis Akoto Owusu Kurt Charles Perenchio Kevin Redmond Podgers ll1omas Radovich* 
Christopher James Ozouf Anthony Steven Perez candice Devon Poe Josiah Ragsdale w 
Richard Phillip Pack Carlos Perez* Baja Marie Poindexter Safa Nur Rahim I 
Jessica-Lynn M. Padilla Crystal Perez* Nestor Carpio Policarpio Monica Louise Rakoczy f-John Michael Pagano Melanie Perez• Anthony Edward Polito* Pamela Susan Rakowski 
Taylor Patrick Page Rogelio Perez* Matthew Allen Pollack Kara Anne Ramdhanie u... 
Rebecca Ellen Paglia Devan Mane Perine Garlee Elizabeth Polster* Angelo Ramirez Jr. 0 Nicholas Joseph Pagonakis* Timothy O'Brien Perkins II Janet Christine Pondrom Crystal Frances Ramirez* 
Orion David Pahl* Jeffery Harold Perlman* Joseph Michael Pontone* Juan-Carlos Ramirez f-
Roxane Pahldad Vincent Joseph Perritano* Kiaundra Laurae Pope Christina Marie Ramos z Jethrow Palacio Akilah Mary Perry Kevin Anthony Portelli* Marisa Margaret Ramos* 
Corey Michael Paller Michael Cameron Perry Matthew Ralph Porter• Dena Hope Rand w 
Gabriel Eduardo Palmquist Jacquelyn Elaine Peterman* Brittany Gabrielle Porteus David Ralph Randin ~ Matthew Mark Palumbo Christina Marie Peters Eddie Falk Poser Kelsey Elizabeth Ransom* w Nickolas James Paige Louise Peterson Drew Colin Potenza Jessica Rapacchietta* 
Pampenella Justin Robert Petrick* Rebecca Mane Poulos Andrew Philip Rasley u 
Enk Kristopher Paniccia Jacquelyn M Petrusevski Amber Lynnise Powell Amanda Marie Raudabaugh z 
Ashley Parada David Anthony Petrusich Mason Dayne Powell Karlyn Nicole Rawlinson* w Natasha Jeannine Parker Tiffany Marie Pflngsten* Chnstopher Anthony Powley* Harrison Joseph Raybuck 
Kristen Marie Parrott* Joseph Timothy Phelan* Christopher Pownall* Mark Daniel ReCup,do* ~ 
Cohn Parsons Bennett Michael Phillips* Graciela Prado Anthony Michael Recchia* ~ Keon Lamonte Parsons Jessica Leigh Phillips Colin Prall* Kyle Taylor Reden 
Vito Pascolla Tamera Sheree Phillips Danielle Marie Prelip* Ross Patrick Reeder* 0 
Khalid Pasha Michael Ryan Phipps nmothy John Prendergast* Gannon Peter Reedy* u Molly Berna,·d Patoff Victor Zacbe Pichardo Nicole Kristina Presta Harold Reeves Jr. 
Courtney Lauren Patterson Christine Marie Pierce• Eric Steven Pribramsky* Brandon Joseph Reich 
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Alessandra Maria Reid Beth Rockman Robert Ruggiero Margaret Ann Schirmer* 
Nicole 8. Rein* Brittany Lashay Rodgers Alberto Ramiro Ruiz Lillian Weiss Schmid* 
Megan Kathleen Reisberg Lester Lydell Rodgers Jr. Jessica Michaela Runnels Karen Tiffany Schmidt 
Malgorzata Maria Rejnowska Josh Rodin Rachael Elizabeth Russakoff Abbey Lynn Schmitt 
Elizabeth Requena Allison Christy Rodriguez Daniel Armando Russell Alexander John Schneider* 
Priscilla Resendiz Elizabeth Rodriguez Todd A. Rutkowski Alexandra Christine 
cachet Angelic Retsos Kyle Scot Rodriguez Andrew Norman Rutledge Schneider 
Heather Renee Retzke Roberto Rodriguez Daniel Ernest Rutledge* Gregg Keenan Schneider 
Lourdes AleJandra Reyes* Virginia Rodriguez Douglas Maxwell Ryan Kallin Marie Schneider 
Joshua Butler Reynolds* Jon Raymond Rodriquez* Elspeth Gunn Ryan* Nathan Clair Schram 
Nick Elliot Reynolds Lorrie Anne Rogers Kelley Ann Ryan Shane William Schubbe* 
Peter Charles Reynolds Renee Lynn Rogers William Christopher Saad* Healy Schuber 
Terence Jarrell Reynolds Kristen Marie Rohder Sargoun Bachir Saadi* Mark Schubert 
Veronica Reynoso Michael A. Rojas Edward Christopher Matthew Eugene Schuenke* 
Katharine Soonae Rhee* Amanda Michelle Rokita* Saavedra Ashley Marie Schuette 
Behnam Reza Riahi* Vaughn Lacy Roland Matthew J. Sa batka Samantha Corrie Schulman 
Charles Rice-Minoso Theodore F. Roll Mathew Sadowski* Emma Jo Schumacher* 
Chloe Jeannine Richard Natalie Anne Roman Aleah Ann Sahs Allison Schuster 
Bryce William Richards Joseph Anthony Romano Alyssa F. Salerno* Alexander Palm Schwab 
Kenneth Richards Amanda Cecelia Romo Stephanie Jane Salerno* Emily Charlotte Schwartz* 
Carly Ann Richter Ryan Patrick Ronayne* Paige Lauber Saliba Michael Patrick Schwerin 
Eugene Lawrence Ricker Julie Suzanne Rondeau Marina Crystal Salinas Sarah Marie Scott 
Breayne Renee Riddle Anne Kells Rooney Erin Ann Saltsgaver Nicholas Edward Scozzari 
Madeleine Carol Riehs Sarah Therese Rooney Fatou Samba* Justin Tomas Scroggin 
Julieta Naomi Riesco* Nishi E. Roothaan Haddi Samba* Danielle Cassandra Scruggs 
Eddie Riggs Alexander Mills Rosales* Eli Samuels* Paul Searle* 
Patrick Joseph Riordan Jr. Marco Antonio Rosas* Joaquin Sanchez Jorian Layne Seay 
Laura Guadalupe Rios Shellie Roseberg* Sandra Sanchez Evan Jerome Seeder 
Albert Alexander Rivera Alix Rhona Rosenberg Philana Denise Sanders Emilia Mae Segatti* 
Brianna Rivera Alexander Robert Rosenthal* Wendy Santeliz* Lucas Patrick Seibel* 
Nathan Alexander Rivera Andrew L. Rosinski Jonathan Michael Santiago Lucas Michael Seiler 
Shellye Ann Roache Jeremie Benoit Rosley* Anthony Benjamin Santore* Nikk Lauren Selik 
Alexandra Robbins Cameron Michelle Ross Guadalupe Nayell Santoyo Alyssa Marie Selorio 
Jade Robertson* Jeffrey Aaron Roth Kara Anne Sarcinella Braden Burt Selsback 
May Kathryn Robertson Max Robert Rottenstein Elaine Anne Sargent Christopher Andrew Semel 
Adan, Jeffrey Robinson* Spencer Leigh Roush* Justin Paul Saucedo* Anjelica Sepulveda 
Ashley Amrashay Robinson Collier Lee Rowe Jr.* Stephanie Ann Saviola* David Eugene Rees Servillo 
Kyra Denise Robinson Jennifer Patience Rowe Kacie Elizabeth Scanlon* Amanda Jill Sevilla* 
Shameka Vontrice Robinson Lee James Rowell Tressa Schabes Whitney Leigh Shaffer* 
Sixto Daniel Robles John Taylor Royster Ill Michael David Schafer Gregory Colin Shanahan 
Guadalupe Rocha Sarah Madeline Rubin Nicole Schenfeld* Daniel Martin Shapiro 
Connor Ignatius Roche James Gerard Ruehlmann* Megan Jennifer Schenk* Chris I Sharp 
Natalie Marie Roche Melody Ann Ruetsche Rachel Lillian Schi ldkraut Amanda Shaw 
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Jennifer Lela Shea hen Isaiah Smalley• Brittney Spam Kans Amanda Stone 
Samuel Joseph Sheidlower Monica L Smaniotto Liza Mane Spano* J1111 Edward Stopka 
Mariah Kilgour Shields* Audery Naomi Smith Herman Spencer Kelsey Michelle Storen 
.... Nicole Ann Shihadeh Bianca Charlotte Smith Tarah Lee Sperando Jacqueline Mary Strachman 
Denise Marie Shipley* Brandon lam Smith Kathleen Newman Spero• Laura Elizabeth Strait* .... 
Colin Dougal Shively Brenda Michelle Smith* Kristine Ann Spielmann Zachary Amar Stritzinger* 0 
Kyle Josep1  Shoemake* Christopher Jason Smith Justin Alan Spilker Matthew Joseph Strnad* N Brian A Shokes Cornelia Quinn Smith* Michael William Spina Matt Strysik 
Ciara Douglas H. Shook* David Astin Smith Christopher Splon Allison Rose Sturwold LJ... 
Casey Shortt Grant Michael Smith Katherine Elizabeth Spoleti AmberStybr 0 Chris Page Shotwell Jacqueline Yvonne Smith Paul Thomas Stacey Deshara Suggs-Joe 
Brandon Lloyd Sichling Jacquelyn Christine SmiU1* John D Stachowiak Alise Suhrland (/') 
Stephanie Ann Sidak* Jarvis Rashard Smith Meghann Alyssa Staff* Nicole Lorraine Sulkowski (/') Christina Anastaia Kelsey Lauren Smith Tiara Venice Staggers Andrew Brian Sullivan 
<( Sidiropoulos Margaret Siobhan Smith* Grant Stakenas Joseph Blake Sull ivan* 
Brandon Sidney Morgan Daniel Smith Helena Katherine Stallings* Scarlett Jordan Sullivan _J 
John Joseph Sierawski Sarai Elizabeth Drew Smith Anjull Danielle Starling• Brandon Jacob Sundheimer* u 
Stephen Sierawski* Shardae Danielle Smith Eben Luke Stathas Ivana Susie* 
Gwendolyn Eyre Sigan* Steven Bradley Smith Rachel Ida Helen Stauss• Stephanie Lane Sutton w 
AleJandra Silva Taryn S. Smith* Tessa Ann Steele Daniel John Svoboda* :r: 
Matthew Christopher Silva* Yvonne Smith Brittany L. Steiger* Joshua Swaney I-Rayme Samantha Silverberg Alistair P Smith-Gillespie Jacqueline Melanie Stein Zachary Neal Swangstu 
Lynelle Kimberly Silvio Christopher L. Smith· Lyndsey Jacquelyn Stemm* Victoria Louise S1vanson* LJ... 
Eric William Silzer Raulston Lawrence Matthew Jessica Christine Swenson 0 Yordan v. S1meonov* Tiffany Smoot* Stemmley• Joseph Szabo 
Jeffrey Scott Simonelli Ashley Nicole Snider* Brian Stephens Jason Szczerbowski I-
Ana Marija Simovska* Samuel Owen Snow* Crystal Dion Stephens Anitra Michaela Tabscott z Emmanuel Barron Sims Caitlin Christine Sokley Kevin James Stephens Philip Gerald Tarver 
w Tamsha Lytrrease Singh Sarah Elizabeth Sokolski Mara Stern* Patrick Joseph Tassone 
De'mar Jovan Singleton* Anthony Gabriel Soltero Jaime Leigh Sterne Mika Danielle Talich* ~ Elisa Ann Sinovlc James McClelland Sommer* Miranda Christine Stevens Eric William Taylor w Samantha Russell Sirotkin Geena Theresa Sondy* Meagan S. Stevenson JeNae Nicole Taylor 
Anthony Justin Sixto* Rebecca Iris Sonnack James Moussa Stevick* Jetaun Elysse Taylor• u 
Raymond Baer Sjoquist* Jason Sophian Demetrius Stewart Rhona Taylor* z 
Samantha Simone Skinner Jeff Scott Sopko James Stewart Ill Megan 1herese Tedor• w Jeremy F. Sklar Benjamin Stoney Sorofman* Kim Renee Stewart Andrew Robert Templeton* ~ Lauren R. Skolt Carlissa Viola Soteras* Amy Stigner• Jennifer Nicole Terpstra 
Joy Chrisune Skowronski George Soto Kaitlyn Anne Stiles* Jessica Mary Teruki ~ Sean Skowronski Valerie South Chris David Stockbridge* Samantha Tessendorf* 
John M. Sladetz Jr. * Lindsay Michelle Southern Abigail Jeanette Stokes* Natalie Thannum* 0 
Samuel Joseph Sletten Steven Jon Sovak Kelsey Stokes Tricia Theodorakakis u Paige Sliney Lale Soyugenc Ashley Nicole Stokvis* Meghann Kathleen Thom 
Michael Thomas Slingerland Ryan Paul Spacone Jennifer Ashley Stolberg Alexis Chyna Thomas• 
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Bethany Pearl Thomas Courtney Anne Tucker Robert Vign isson Adam Marcus Welsh 
Emily Elizabeth Thomas* Jeremy Tuite Stephen Wayne Villatoro* Richard Wernecke 
Jackson Arthur l11omas* Christen Nicole Tulp Jennifer Marie Viruet Amanda Jeanne Werve* 
Richard Peny Thomas Dante B Tumminello Rosa Hermila Vizcarra Dylan Parks Weschler* 
Jere,ny Brandon Thomason* Mitchell Tyrer Sean Michael Vize Bradley Ja,nes Wessel 
Lauren Elizabeth Thomasson Brittany Tyus Kimberly Ann Vlach* Brandon Lee West* 
Alexa Jade Thompson Anna Julia Tzinares* Nickolas Vlahos John Ray West* 
Ashley Anne Thompson Lilith Ubbelohde Erik lllo,nas Vogt Megan Erica West 
Bettianne D Thompson Aaliyah A. Ul1uru Eric Theodore Voigt* Rebecca Ann Weyhrauch* 
James Anderson Walter Thomas Ulreich* Kevin August Vonderheide* James Ronald Whealan 
Thompson Jr. Maria Frances Ulrich* Darin J. Vongvinijsorn Brian David Wheeler 
Mallory Thompson Richard Samuel Upin Amanda Wachholz Allison Rose Whitaker* 
Carol A. Thompson·Mercede* Megan Urchak Cheryl M. Wadlington Andrea Claire White 
Christopher Jarret Thorn Daniel John Usellis* Grace Eve Wagner* Brendan P. White 
Mason Grant Thorne Alvin Uy Laurie Mane Waldeck Corey Colleen White 
Zachary Dane Thostesen Justin Michael Vaisnor Alexandria Alyse Walker Detricia White 
Letitia Threadgill Rene Humberto Valdiviezo Brian Michael Walker Latoya White 
Joseph Connor Tidei* Maria Daniela Valenciana Thomas A. Walker Ryan Nicholas White 
Sean Ada,n Til lotson Michael Rosario Valenti En,manuel Earvin Wallace Bryan Patrick Whitely 
Monique Timothy Anita Valentin Matthew D Wallace* Allyson Helene W1enc 
Dave Quinn Tiritilli Jessica Frances Valerio* Matthew Douglas Wallace Christopher William Wienke* 
Steven Tobiasz Sara Lynn Vallejo* Grayson Ronald Wambach* Celena Wiggins* 
Elissa Beth Todd Lauren Kay Valsoano Alaina Renee Ward Matthew Christopher 
Emily Todd* Joseph Jeffrey Van Auken* Lisa Jennifer Wardle* Wilborne 
Kenneth Toffelmire Daniel Alexander Michael E. Ware Jaeson Andrew Wilkins 
DeOtis Nicholas Tole Van Duerm* Katlin Elizabeth Warmels Rebecca Genise Willens* 
Branka Tomic* Skuyler Bainbridge Gregory K. Warren Emily Erin Moon WIiiiams 
Bridget Topp* Van Fossan Nicole Marie Warsl1auer* Freddie Antoine Williams 
Jerome Callahan Tormey Felicia Diane Van Kampen* Shayna Washington Hal Williams 
Anita Victoria Torres Samantha Mae VanDine Beth Colleen Waszak Isaac James WI Illa ms 
Taylor Anthony Torringa Kelly VanDyke* Amelia Rita Waters James Edward Williams 
Michael Xavier Tovar Shannon Maryann VanDyke Daniel James Waters* Kahlil N. Willia,ns 
Jordan Stephen Towles* Jacob Allen Vanvranken* Kathryn Grace Waters* Krysta Ann Williams 
Jahbari Kimtoi Townsend Scott Vandenbroucke* Emily Briana Watson Kyle Evan Williams* 
Jeremy Christopher Treadwell Shawn Matthew Vandre Junae D. Weathersby* Mikeela Hazel Williams 
Melissa Ann Treccia* Juana Vasquez Angela Lyn Weaver* Shonda Chantry Williams 
Ariel Anne Tredway* Shy D. Vaughn Katherine May Webster Trevor Neil Williams* 
Michael Kevin Treese Adriana Beatriz Vega Eric Henry Wehrmeister* Tucker Nance Williams* 
Danny Lawrence Treptow* Esteban Orlando Vega Adriana Joy Weichman Tyler Veronica Wilsey* 
John Robert Trierweiler Stephanie Velasco* Michael David Weiland Paul Holden Wilson 
Shannon E. Trompeter Natasha Rae Velde Stephen Weirich Travis James Wilson 
Elizabeth Trujillo Nicole Marie Veltri Murphy Davidson Welch* Trevor Scott Wilson* 
Josh Ivan Truman Theodore Robert Venable Ian Eugene Wellman* Amanda Renee Wilt 
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Eric Wayne Wiltbank* Cori Michelle Woods Khalil Younes 
Joseph Francis Wintruba Antionette Sarah Woolard* Alexandra Rachel Young 
Jessica Joy Wise Taisha Worlds Colin Patrick Young 
Emily Elaine Witte Matthew Richard Woskey Dana Kenesha Young 
James Dennis Wittmann Cosmo Dennis Wright Tempest! Yvonne Young 
Joseph Edmund Wohlmuth Samantha Wyau Hanna Rose Zachary• 
Anna Wolanska* Rachel Elizabeth Wynn* Nicholas Randall Zahn* 
Alexandria Nichole Wolf* N1van Yahaghi* Renee Elizabeth Zambo* 
Ethan Craig \'-'olf Michael Stephen Yahoudy Daniel Jarrett Zarick 
Jeremy Roger Wolfe Hisaya Yamagishi Tom Marian Zarnowski 
Noelle Marie Wolfe* Jon Gari Yangas Kaylee Jo Zastrow* 
Daniel Phillip Wolff Lily Elizabeth Yanow Alexander Zavala 
Michael Kwong Woo Daniel Jinkyu Yi NeJron Zeko 
Katherine Elizabeth Wood Heather Natalie Youkhana* Emily Ann Zenk 
CAND I DATES FOR THE 2ND BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Rebecca Castaneda Robertstad* 
Malissa Scofield* 
Teena C. Sloane-Hendricks 
Juslin Reid Tvedt 
Benita Jo Zepeda 
Tina Marie Zepeda* 
John Christopher Z1do 
Zachary Henry Zeidman 
Marek Jacek Zielinski 
Patrick Zielinski* 
Angela Renee Ziles 
Dustin Alan Zimmerman* 
Kerri Levene Zimmerman• 
Hallie Lee Zipper* 
Jonathan James Zmek* 
Aren Rene Zolninger* 
Amie Elizabeth Zvosec• 
CAN DIDATES FOR THE POST BACCALAUREATE CERTI F ICATE OF MAJOR 
Margaret Andrea* Joseph Rafael Garst* Mark Plambeck Munger• Erin Semp* 
Judson Barrelt-O'Keefe* Brian Cory Goldfine Tu Cam Thi Nguyen* Myah Shein* 
Jason Robert Becker* Jeff Scott Harvey* Duane Lee Palmer* Christopher Aaron Smith* 
Jordan William Booth James Walter Havidic* Snehal M. Palel Andrew Curtis Sompels* 
Rachel Serena Gabrera* Tara Teresa Johnson* Latonya Andrea Patterson Christina M Slevens 
Amanda Sara Carmer• Dessislava Radoslavova Kevin Donald Peters Akiho Sugitatsu 
Michael John Doan Keane* Joanna Kinga Roguska* Benjamin Ricardo Swiderski* 
Chelsea Hope Dutton* Lungelo Phelelarn Kuzwayo* Beth Marie Sadowski* Julia Mane Tiedt* 
Michael Charles Gallagher• Ben1am1n Cooper Mackey• Philip Andrew Scholp Patrick Michael Trahey* 
Jose AleJandro Garcia Clayton Mieritz James Edward Schutter• Abby Ann Yemm 
•cum Laude (with praise), 
Final designation will be posted on student's flnal transcript 
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Columbia College Chicago 
would like to extend most 
sincere thanks to the faculty, 
staff. students, alumni, 
and friends of the College 
whose hard work and 
talent have n1ade the 2011 
Commencement possible. 
Student Affairs and its Office 
of Special Events would also 
like to extend heartfelt thanks 
to the Offices of the President, 
Institutional Advancement. 
campus Environment. 
Business Affairs, Academic 
Special thanks to Gigi 
Posejpal, Director of 
International Student 
Affairs and Chris Richert, 
Journalism Department, 
for calling the graduates' 
names. Arrangements 
for the 2011 Honorees 
provided by the Office of 
Institutional Advancement 
(Eric Winston, Vice President: 
Diana Cazares, Director of 
Event Operations: Adrienne 
McGee, Events Operations 
Coordinator.) 
Affairs, the Provost, the The 2011 Commencement 
Graduate Office and the Deans Producers would also like to 
of the Schools of Fine and recognize the following: 
Performing Arts, Liberal Arts 
and Sciences, and Media Arts ASL - English 
as well as their talented faculty Interpretation 
and staff for their special 
support. 
Commencement is produced 
by the Division of Student 
Affairs (Mark E. Kelly, Vice 
President; Jill Summers, 
Mai read Case, and Tara 
Vock, Office of Special 
Events; and Marvin Cohen, 
Registrar) in cooperation 
with the staff of the Office of 
the President, the Office of 
Institutional Advancement, 
the commencement volunteer 
staff, and the entire Columbia 
community. 
Esteban Amaro 
Jenna Baugh 
Jenny Day-Catterson 
Candace Hart 
Kaylee Magro(' 11) 
Laurie Waldeck(' 11) 
Duriyah Wilborn 
Site Production 
Charles Gomez, 
Side Producer 
Debra Liddell, 
Stage Manager 
The Creative Services 
Office 
Mary Forde, Assistant Vice 
President 
Corey Plazak, 
Production Manager 
Abigail Friedman, 
Graphic Designer 
Anita Strejc, 
Production Technician 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Interns 
Christopher Bonifas 
Craig Deskins ('11) 
Bryan Gonzalez 
David Newhouse 
Timothy Rimnac 
Alexander Rosales ('11) 
Christopher Sanchez 
Joseph Szabo ('11) 
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Arts, Entertainment, & 
Media Management 
Interns 
Christopher Broaddus(' 11) 
Ashley Brown (' 10) 
Colleen Mares 
Devan Marie Perine (' 11) 
Marketing 
Communication Intern 
Amanda Alt 
Program Award and Banner 
Images 
Dan Bradica (' 11) 
Commencement Lead 
Production Interns 
Christopher Broaddus ('11) 
Deven Marie Perine (' 11) 
Manifest & Industry Night Commencement Preshow Don't Stop Till You Get Enough See You in Your Dreams 
Clip Joe Cerqua Written by Michael Jackson Written by Steve Hadley 
Cmematographers Producer/ Director Arranged by Garey Deadman Arranged by Stu Greenspan .... 
Doug Clevenger ('94) Steve Hadley Performed by the Pop Performed by the Columbia .... 
Damon Hennessey Associate Producer Orchestra College Jazz Ensemble and 0 
Marie-Joelle Rizk ('98) J. Richard Dunscomb. Columbia College Gospel Choir N Oral User ('94) Music Department Chair Grove Merchant 
By Thad Jones Columbia College Jazz LL 
Production Assistants Lacly Marmalacle Ensemble 0 
Brett Hartle ('09) Written by Bob Crewe and Love Train Scott Hall, Director 
Christina Peters(' 11) Kenny Nolan Written by Kenny Gamble (./) 
Jonathan Vogel Performed by the Pop & Leon Huff Saxophones (./) 
Orchestra Arranged by Thomas Gunther Keenan Foley <x: 
Composer Performed by the Columbia Tyler Gasek 
-' 
Jose Ricaurte (' 11) Feels Like Notllin' College Gospel Choir and Alex Kerwin u 
Written by Overnight Fire Columbia College Jazz Erik Mateo 
Producers Performed by Recording Ensemble Landon LeMoine w 
Sam Sanders ('01) and Performance Ensemble: Trombones I 
John Farbrother ('03) Overnight Fire Going All the Way Johanna Mahmud I-
Green River Films, Inc. Written by Overnight Fire Trevor Schulze 
Travelin' Blues Perforn1ed by the Recording LL 
Ec/,ror By Dave Brubeck and Performance Ensemble: 
Drew Steury 0 Ken Urbanski 
John Farbrother ('03) Arranged by Dave Grusm Overnight Fire I-
Tuba z Biggest Greatest Thing I Still Haven't Found Wllar Alex Jennison 
Wntten by Mary Mary I'm Looking For w 
Performed by the Columbia Written by U2 Trumpets ~ 
C-0llege Gospel Choir and Arranged by Garey Deadman Parris Fleming w Columbia College Jazz Performed by the Pop Sam Harris u Ensemble Orchestra, Recording and Douglas Mccurdy ('11) 
Performance Ensemble: Kyle Miller z 
Let's Get It Started Overnight Fire. Columbia David Vessella w 
Written by Black Eyed Peas College Jazz Ensemble ~ Performed by the Recording and Columbia College Rhythm 
and Performance Ensemble: Gospel Choir Ian Cler ('11), guitar ~ 
Overnight Fire Spencer Jenich. piano 0 
Ben Joseph ('11), bass u LaShera Moore, vocals 
Mathew Roberts, drums 
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Pop Orchestra Strings Recording and Performance 
Carey Deadman, Director Nicholas Lash, viola Ensemble: Overnight Fire 
Kelsee Vandervall, cello Chuck Webb, Director 
Vocals Hannah Watson, violin Gary Yerkins, Director 
Nicole Neff Monte Weber, violin 
Shea O'Brien Vocals 
Stephanie Picarra (' 11) Columbia College Norris Jackson 
Zach Wcisio Gospel Choir Windy Lawler 
Walter Owens. Director Jonathon McReynolds (' 11) 
Guitars 
Mike O'Meary Raquel Barney Keyboards 
Cesar Romero Margaret Cary Jonathon McReynolds ('11) 
Forrest Dukes 
Keyboards Austin Echols Guitar 
Matt Kissinger Lauren Gaines James Bence 
Nelson Green Nathan Graham 
Bass Adontis Hicks 
Ben Beutel Taylor Leet Bass 
Ciera Marcano Ben Beutel 
Drun1s Alexandra Mason 
Michael Reddick ('11) Jonathan McReynolds (' 11) Drurns 
Ashley Mondisa Michael Reddick(' 11) 
Horns LaShera Moore 
Kevin Decker ('11). baritone Brianna Nunn Keyboards 
and tenor Justin Riley Taylor Streiff 
Sam Harris. trumpet Erin Roche 
Tyler Gasek. tenor sax Erin Ruskin 
Kyle Miller, tru1npet Cydni Shepard 
Brian Moore, alto sax Jason Wardell 
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Board of Trustees 
Chair 
Allen M. Turner 
Vice Chairs 
Warren K. Chapman Ph.D. 
Richard Kiphart 
Sylvia Neil 
Treasurer 
Ralph W. Gidwitz 
Secretary 
Madeleine Moore Burrell 
President 
Warrick L. Carter Ph.D. 
Trustees 
Andrew J.N. Alexander 
Lester Coney 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Allan R. Drebin Ph.D. 
Loranne Ehlenbach 
Brent w. Felilto 
Georgia Fogelson 
John R. Gehron 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Joan Hammel 
BIii Hood 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pamela Kendall-Rijos 
Richard P. Kiphart 
Paul R. Knapp 
Marcia Lazar 
Averill Leviton 
Barry A. Mayo 
Daniel E. McLean 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Sylvia Neil 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Michelle Rosen 
Arlen D. Rubin 
Barry M. Sabloff 
Joseph T. Seminetta 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Asha L.I. Spencer 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Nancy Tom 
Arthur M. Sussman 
Robert A. Wislow 
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Lifetime Trustees 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
David S. Solomon M.D. 
Trustees Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Victor Skrebneski 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Honorary Trustee 
Bill Kurtis 
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Senior Administration 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Steven Kapelke 
Vice President, Campus Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Interim Vice President, Business 
Affairs and Chief Financial Officer 
Patty Heath 
Vice President, 
Planning and Compliance 
Anne E. Foley 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Mark Kelly 
Vice President, Human Resources 
Ellen R. KrLJtz 
Vice President, Academic Affairs 
Louise Love, Ph.D. 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Eric V.A. Winston, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Media Art s 
Doreen Bartoni 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Research 
and Dean of the Library 
Jo Cates 
Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Deborah Holdstein. Ph.D. 
Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Students 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor. Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Michael Anderson 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
Tim Bauhs 
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Associate Vice President 
and Chief of Staff 
Paul Chiaravalle 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs and Controller 
Kevin Doherty 
Associate Vice President, 
Pub lic Relations, Marketing 
and Advertising 
Diane Doyne 
Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Bill Frederklng 
Associate Vice President, 
Facilities and Construction 
John Kavou ris 
Associate Vice President, 
Campus Safety and Security 
Robert Koverman 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Affairs 
Susan Marcus, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Enrollment Management 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President, 
Information Technology 
Bernadette McMahon 
Associate Dean, 
School of Media Arts 
Alton Miller 
Associate Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Neil Pagano, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Debra Parr. Ph.D. 
Associ ate Vice President, 
Budget Management 
John Wilkin 
Associat e Dean, 
Library and Academic Research 
Conrad Wonke 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Health and Support 
Beverly Anderson, Ed.D. 
Assistant Dean, 
Administrative Services, 
School of Media Arts 
Charles Castle 
Assistant Vice President, 
Director of Campaign Initiatives 
K,m Clement 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising and Initiatives, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Keith Cleveland 
Assistant Vice President , 
Academic Technology 
Rebecca Courington 
Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Planning 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Jessica Davenport 
Assistant Vice President, 
Planning and Director of 
Institutional Research 
Royal Dawson 
Assistant Vice President, 
Creative Services 
Mary Forde 
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Assistant Dean, 
Student Development 
8111 Friedman 
Assistant Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sharon Hekman 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Media Arts 
Pau,e Mackenzie 
Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Planning 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Sayma Riaz 
Assistant Vice President, 
Academic Support 
Julie Redmond 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Life 
Kari Sommers 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Keri Walters 
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Department Chairs 
The School of Fine and Performing Arts The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences The School of Media Arts 
Art and Design 
Jay Wolke 
Arts, Entertainment, 
and Media Management 
Philippe Ravanas 
Dance 
Bonnie Brooks 
Dance/ Movement Therapy 
and Counseling 
Susan Imus 
Fashion Studies 
Michael Olszewski 
Fiction Writing 
Randall Albers, Ph.D. 
Music 
J. Richard Dunscomb 
Photography 
Bob lhall 
Theatre 
John Green, Ph.D. 
Centers and Institutes 
Anchor Graphics 
David Jones, Executive Director 
Center for American Places 
Center for Asian Arts and Media 
Nancy Tom, Executive Director 
Center for Black Music Research 
Monica Hairston, Ph.D .. 
Executive Director 
ASL - English Interpretation 
Carly Flagg 
Education 
Ava Belisle-Chatterjee, Ph.D. 
English 
Kenneth Daley, Ph.D. 
Humanities, History, 
and Social Sciences 
Cadence Wynter, Acting 
Science and Mathematics 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.D. 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
Steve Woodall, Director 
Center for Community Arts 
Partnerships 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
Kate Dumbleton, Executive Director 
Institute for Science Education and 
Science Communication 
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Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Pantelis Vassilakis, PhD. 
FIim & Video 
Bruce Sheridan 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Annette Barbier 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Michelle Citron, Ph.D. 
Journalism 
Nancy Day 
Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sullivan 
Radio 
Barbara Calabrese 
Television 
Michael Niederman 
Ellen Stone Belle Institute for 
the Study of Women and 
Gender In the Arts and Media 
Jane Saks, Executive Director 
library 
Jan Chindlund, Director 
Museum of Contemporary 
Photography 
Rod Slemmons, Director 
A B RIEF HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION 
TO T ODAY ' S ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Each year soon-to-be graduates of colleges and universities across America prepare to walk across the stage, clothed in 
caps and gowns symbolizing the successful completion of their academic endeavors, n,e significance of their color, size 
and cut can all vary based on Institution, degree, and discipline. All of the particular practices of commencement attire 
are tile result of a rich history of practices spanning centuries. 
HISTORY 
Wearing of academic dress is a tradition that has been practiced for nearly seven hundred years. Subsequent centuries 
brought many individualized institutional changes to this apparel and by the 1890s, it was deemed time to standardize 
the uniform of college and university commencement garb. In 1895, the code of the Intercollegiate Commission in 
the United States was adopted by American colleges and universities regulating cut, style and material of gowns and 
hoods, along with the colors attributed to each discipline. In 1932 tile American Council on Education (ACE) appointed 
a committee to review these guidelines, resulting In the Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide, adopted by 
the vast majority of institutions in the United States. Additional changes to this guide were made a few times during the 
twentieth-century with the most recent updates taking place twenty five years ago. 
TODAY ' S REGALIA 
The regalia which you see before you today reflects the code revisions of 1986. Some innovations are specific to 
Columbia College Chicago's status as a fine, visual, performing and media arts institution. 
The cap and gown assignments are as follows: bachelor's degree recipients wear black caps and gowns; master's 
degree recipients wear silver and gray caps and gowns, and will be awarded a hood as part of the ceremonial conferring 
of the degree while on stage. 
GOWNS 
Gowns recommended for use In the colleges and universities in the Unites States have the following characteristics. The 
gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master's degree 
has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist and is designed to be worn either open or closed. n,e gown for the doctor's 
degree, worn by some faculty, has bell-shaped sleeves and is designed to be worn open or closed. 
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Gowns for the bachelor's or master's degrees are 
untrimmed. Faculty with doctorate degrees wear a gown 
faced down the front with black velvet and three velvet bars 
across the sleeves. These velvet items may be in a color 
distinctive of the disciplines to which the degree was earned 
and will also match the color of the edge of the hood. 
HOODS 
The hood colors correspond to each of the graduate degrees 
offered at Columbia College Chicago: 
Master of Fine Arts: 
Master of Arts: 
Master of Arts in Teaching: 
dark brown 
white 
light blue 
Master of Arts Management: peacock blue 
Within each hood is a satin lining representing the colors 
of Columbia College at the time the tradition began: 
periwinkle with a silver chevron placed in the center. The 
edging of the hood is made from velvet or velveteen, and 
is three inches wide for master's degree recipients with 
the color determined by the subject to which the degree 
pertains. 
HEADGEAR 
Mortarboard caps have attached to them either silver 
tassels or an honor student's gold tassel. All tassels have a 
Columbia College signet at the top. 
Faculty with doctoral degrees wear an eight-sided velvet 
tam while all other faculty wear mortarboards. 
MEDAL LION S 
The stage party is fitted with accessories to their ceremonial 
garb, including medallions, and, in the President's case, a 
ceremonial chain. 
54 
Photo courtesy or College Archives and Digital Collections. 
Our President's medallion and chain is made of silver and was created by sculptor and adjunct Columbia faculty 
member Miklos P. Simon. It contains one large disc on the bottom with the official seal of the college. The college's 
motto sits atop the image with the founding year, 1890, sitting below. Smaller coins are connected to the large 
medallion, with eight coins each containing a portrait of one of the college's past presidents. 
Trustees of the College wear a small medallion on a silver ribbon. n,e Chairman of the Board's medallion hangs on a 
gold ribbon, and the other officers of the board's medallions are hung on green ribbons. 
Photo COUrt8$V of Concgo Alct-i!ves and Digit.at COiiections. 
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COMMENCEMENT OF THE CLASS OF 2011 
COYER IMAGE: DAN BRADICA I' t 1) 
Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
COMMENCEMENT 2 011 DVD ORDER FORM 
This 2-hour DVD of Columbia's unique commencement, produced by Columbia Film & Video alums, Samantha 
Sanders and John Farbrother of Green River Films, includes coverage of the commencement preshow, all the 
speakers and special guests, and each student crossing the stage and receiving their degree. This is a great 
keepsake that you and your family will appreciate forever. PLEASE NOTE! DVDS WILL SHIP IN OCTOBER 2011. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE NUMBER OF DVDS YOU WISH TO ORDER. 
SATURDAY 1:30 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 10:00 AM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 3:00 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
$ _____ TOTAL AMOUN T DUE 
D CASH D PERSONAL CHECK D CREDIT CARD 
FIRST NAME: ---
SHIPPING ADDRESS: --------
BILLING ADDRESS: 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: --
EXPIRATION DATE: 
SIGNATURE: 
LAST NAME: 
RETURN white copy to the kiosk in the lobby at graduation 
or MA IL to: Graduation Video/ / Columbia College Chicago / / 600 S Michigan Ave/ / Chicago, IL 60605 
or order o NL IN E at www.colum.edu/commencement 
